Colorado Sen. Michael
Bennet sat down with
The Catalyst for a Q&A.

10 QUESTIONS: TARA MISRA
Tara Misra, CC’s new Sexual Assault Response Coordinator, talks about how she came to work at the college, being
a con�idential resource for the community, Halloween, and pumpkin-�lavored everything.
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Don’t throw a Halloween
party and we’ll give you pizza.
Lots and lots of pizza.
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The disappearance of The Ninth Block, CC’s short-lived campus bar

For ten months
during 2012 (exBrian LeMeur
cluding summer),
Staff Writer
La’au’s—the
beloved taco shop
across from Armstrong—turned into a
student bar at nights called The Ninth
Block. Opened by a group of four CC students in January of 2012, the bar closed
CAMPUS POLICY

last October.
Bryce Daniels `13, Luke Urban `12,
Ryan Patterson `12, and Lee Carter `12
came up with the idea during the fall of
2011, the senior year of Urban, Patterson, and Carter and the junior year of
Daniels.
They wanted to create a bar close to
campus exclusively for CC students.

“Schools need a place where kids can
go out and drink safely,” said Daniels,
who now works at a consulting �irm in
Houston.
After conceiving the idea, the four
went to La’au’s owner, Joseph Coleman,
who supported them. “He was like, ‘yeah
we can de�initely make this happen,’”
said Daniels.

They carded gold cards at the door—
you had to be twenty-one and you had
to be a CC student. “We didn’t do shots—
mixed drinks, beer, and wine only,” said
Daniels. It was, Daniels said, a “controlled alternative to going out.”
“It was a place where the school had
BAR: page 7

The new app allows students to track
the location of the CCAT shuttle on
their phones. Photos by Esther Chan
and Sam Zarky.

CCAT launches transportation
app for Android and iPhone

Campus Safety launched a pilot application Block 1 of this year for
Elizabeth Forster
Android and iPhone that tracks the
Staff Writer
location of the CCAT shuttle in an
effort to increase accessibility and
use of the shuttle for CC students.
With the application, students can access a map of
the CCAT — or Colorado College Alternative Transportation — shuttle route, the shuttle’s exact location, and
SAFETY

Bringing
Morrison
At the turning
point in their career, The Doors reluctantly played
CC’s homecoming
in the fall of 1967
at the Broadmoor.
And a high school
student captured
it all.

CC alumni remember: Jim Morrison of The Doors performs in front of a crowd at The Broadmoor in the fall of
1967. This photo was published in CC’s yearbook in 1968 and is one of the only-known images of the concert.
Photo courtesy of Colorado College Special Collections.

By Jesse Paul and Jack Sweeney
In a cramped, overcrowded ballroom
where “strange sweet smoke” �loated
above a wild and excited audience,
Colorado College became a part of rock
and roll history.
It was the fall of 1967 and somehow—in what many who attended likened to a miracle—a group of fraternity brothers had booked The Doors for
CC’s Homecoming Dance.
“It was a magical night,” said Martha

Auld, a CC alumna.
If it hadn’t been for one alum’s spring
cleaning in 2005, the concert might
have been forever forgotten. And the
performance almost didn’t happen.
While there is some debate over who
actually booked the band when all was
said and done, two members of the
Blue Key Society, Bob Sears and Doug
Brown, had somehow found a connection to the group while searching for a
DOORS: page 8

SHUTTLE: page 7

IM SPORTS
The season’s hottest pastime.
SPORTS
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LOCAL LIFESAVERS: CC’s bravest neighbor, House Co. No. 2 firehouse
From assisting tactical police units
Candelaria Alcat
to putting out your
Staff Writer
�loor’s kitchen �ire,
the House Company
No. 2 of the Colorado Springs Fire Department responds to approximately
2,500 calls a year district-wide and
stands less than two blocks away from
Colorado College.
Originally blueprinted in 1896 and established in a nearby location, the House
NEIGHBORS

Saving lives: A ﬁretruck sits outside of House Company No. 2 of the Colorado Springs Fire just one
block from CC. Photo by Morgan Bak.

Connect:

Co. No. 2 has been servicing this area of
Colorado Springs — known as the Old
North End — along with 21 other city
�ire stations. The original building was
“torn down and rebuilt in 1939 at this
location,” said Jake Webb, �ire�ighter and
emergency medical technician.
As you walk up San Miguel Street to the
station, House Co. No. 2 looks like another house in the neighborhood until you
see the station doors and step inside.
The bay area, or as Webb said, “the

glori�ied garage,” was only the �irst
place in my journey around the station.
There, you can �ind the main �ire truck
along with a TEMS truck “[which is] used
when cops have a SWAT operation…we
go patch up anyone who’s been injured,”
said Webb.
The Company receives an average of
118 SWAT calls a year.
The one �ire truck can carry four
FIREMEN: page 4

News about the greater CC community is available all day on Twitter. Tweet @catalystnews to join the stream now.
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From the editor

We’re weirdly inclusive, and it works

I went on my own
personal tour of
colleges and universities in upstate
New York over
block break.
No, I wasn’t trying
to relive the undergraduate application process and
wasn’t searching for
a graduate school; I
decided
spur-ofthe-moment to surprise my sister, a
first-year at Ithaca
College.
There were some tears (hers, I swear)
and jubilation, but mostly curiosity on
my part. It’s been an experience watching my sister begin college as I leave.
While she has wide eyes, I’m digging my
fingernails into the all-purpose dormready linoleum.
It’s refreshing to see how excited she
is for every part of school from the cafeteria food, to the local Wegman’s supermarket, and the sweaty inhales and
exhales of dormitory life. She tried and
failed to convince me to stay the night on
the floor of her double in Holmes Hall—
I’m not going to miss that aspect of college life.
Along with my parents, we also visited Hobart College in Geneva, where my
cousin is a first-year, drove past Cornell
University, and sped through a number
of State University of New York schools
sprinkled throughout southwestern
New York.
I have to say: I was pretty impressed.
We have such a unique at experience
at CC that I think we often forget there
are thousands of other colleges and universities throughout the country that
offer higher education in other almostequally unique forms. Sure, we’ve got
the Block Plan, but what else?
The journalism nerd in me was drooling over the Park School of Communications at Ithaca, specifically The Ithacan’s
sprawling newsroom complete with a
view overlooking a finger lake and the
valleys surrounding the college. Hobart
felt a little more like home; its tiny campus and even tinier student population
reminded me of CC.
While walking awkwardly across other
college campuses—probably looking an
obvious outsider on a campus tour—I
started to think about why CC stands out
among other higher-education institutions.
Halfway through my sophomore year
I was thinking about transferring. I
hadn’t quite figured the college out yet, I
missed playing baseball on a more competitive level, and I wanted to write every second of every day. After Block 2 it
became pretty clear that leaving would
have been a terrible decision.
I’ve written some 30-odd columns trying to figure out why I stayed and what
really sets CC apart, and while I’m fairly
sure that I still have no idea what I’m
talking about, I’m ready to take a stab at
it.
We’re really, really weird in the best of
ways, and we generally care a lot about
each other as a community. You have to
try to be anonymous at CC, while other
colleges—again, this is my opinion—foster environments where being excluded
is maybe OK.
Our sometimes violent insistence to
get everyone involved, both in the academic and social realms of the college, is
really remarkable.
I think that’s what I’ll miss most about
CC.
COMMENTARY
Jesse Paul
Editor-In-Chief

N
Mayor lays out goals for government at town hall meeting
a boisterdowntown
Colorado Springs
Anna Kelly
town hall meeting
Guest Writer
Wednesday night,
Mayor Steve Bach and his staff presented their current goals: jobs, transformation of government, and community
building.
Presentations on public safety, the City
for Champions proposal and the innerworkings of the city budget augmented
the mayor’s presentation about building jobs and spending taxpayer money
wisely.
The staff also fielded questions from
various members of the community
about storm water damage, transportation, and homelessness.
Bach emphasized his focus on jobs as a
priority for the city, responding to issues
of unemployment in Colorado Springs.
He plans to make Colorado Springs more

“business friendly,” and cited the City for
Champions project proposal as a potential job source.
“The City of Champions will provide
quality jobs for people entering the
workforce,” Bach said. “I would have
loved a job like that after college.”
Although the City for Champions project has been a salient topic in public discourse recently, there were not responses or questions from the audience about
the film praising the proposal.
In a short film presented about City
for Champions, Mayor Bach encouraged
citizens to support a large-scale project
that he says will enhance tourism and
quality of life for the Colorado Springs
community. The project would include
four elements; a welcome center for
the Air Force Academy, a sports medical center at UCCS, an Olympic Museum,
and a baseball stadium.
Bach also introduced an iPhone appli-

cation called ‘gocosprings’ as part of his
transformation of government emphasis.
“Who here has a smartphone?” Bach
asked, to which a small contingency
raised their hands.
Although this response indicated that
public access to the app would not be
universal, Bach continued to describe
the application.
This app allows citizens to photograph or write about issues in the city (a
pothole, for instance) and submit their
complaints to a forum that will be read
by members of the mayor’s staff.
The mayor and his staff also responded
to questions from the audience pertaining to storm water damage, homelessness and transportation.
Bach’s next town hall will be held
Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6:308:00 pm CSPD Stetson Hills Substation
(4110 Tutt Blvd, 80922)

BOMB THREAT UNFOUNDED

The investigation was concluded
after conducting a number of undercover purchases of the illicit drug
from one of the store’s employees.
A search warrant was obtained to
search the business by the El Paso
County Sherriff’s Office SWAT team.
While searching the business, officers
found 69.28 grams of suspected synthetic cannabinoids and took a staff
member responsible for selling them
into custody.
Additional arrests are pending and
the investigation is ongoing in cooperation with the District Attorney’s
Office.

into the El Paso County Jail.
Officers are still looking for the Impreza and the driver of the vehicle.

At

LOCAL POLITICS ous

Colorado Springs crime, in brief
At 5:19 p.m. last Thursday afternoon, officers from the Colorado
Springs Police Department responded to a bomb threat that had been
made at the Xerox Affiliated Community Call Center at 2424 West Garden
of the Gods Rd.
Prior to the involvement of the police, a customer had been aggravated
by the service he had received during
an order and began making threats
toward the establishment. One such
threat included the statement that
the caller was “down to blow up the
building.”
The business management team at
the Xerox store decided not to evacuate but called the police. It was later
revealed that the caller made the call
from outside the state.
The investigation of the bomb threat
is ongoing.

MAN THREATENS TO SHOOT POLICE
While responding to a domestic
disturbance call at 5:50 p.m. Friday
evening near 5406 N. Nevada Ave., a
man made various threats toward the
Colorado Springs Police officers.
Though he was uninvolved in the
initial dispute, the suspect, David
Beale, allegedly confronted the officers on-scene and made threats to
shoot the officers if they didn’t exit
the premises. When the officers left,
Beale called the Falcon substation
and claimed he was going to get a rifle
and shoot the on-scene officers.
Beale then followed one of the officers to a Costco parking lot and told
him was “lucky to be alive.” While
still on the phone with dispatchers,
the suspect went on to say that he
was “going to a friend’s house to get
a rifle” and that “it will be harmful,
dangerous and unpleasant for the officers.”
David Beale was arrested without
incident a few moments later and
booked on felony charges.

SYNTHETIC MARIJUANA BUST
At 10:33 a.m. Monday morning, the
Metro 40’s Street Impact Team finalized an investigation into the alleged
unlawful distribution of SPICE, or
suspected synthetic cannabinoids,
which were being sold out of the B
Street Smoke Shop south of CC’s campus.

DOMESTIC DISTURBANCE ARREST
At 9:19 p.m. on Sunday night, Colorado Springs Police Officer Andrew
Marshall responded to a call regarding a domestic disturbance southeast
of Colorado College Campus near the
4000 block of Lacy Lane.
The officer learned that the 54-yearold victim had allegedly sustained
multiple injuries during an altercation with his 19-year-old son, Terrance Michael Sexton. Officer Marshall developed probable cause to
arrest Terrance Sexton, but was unable to find him on Sunday.
The next day at 11:00 p.m., officers
were made aware of Terrance Sexton’s whereabouts and took him into
custody without incident northeast
of CC near the 4000 block of Galley
Road.

OFFICERS CHASE STOLEN CAR
On Friday at 2:58 p.m., officers were
notified of a possible stolen gray 2005
Subaru Impreza that had been taken
from the parking lot of the Travel Star
Inn, located at 1703 South Nevada
Ave.
Officers observed the vehicle heading south on Nevada Avenue before
the driver turned onto I-25 South. A
traffic barrier was created to stop the
car, but the suspect sped up and eluded the officers by exiting the freeway
near Mesa Ridge Parkway.
The pursuit was called off due to
dangerous driving conditions.
Later in the afternoon, Fountain Police Officers were able to locate one
of two suspects, later identified as
40-year-old Rickard Sanchez, as he
allegedly fled from the area on foot.
Sanchez was found to be wanted on
an unrelated warrant and was booked

7/11 SHOOTING SOUTHEAST OF CC
Last Thursday night at 8:35 p.m., officers responded to reports of shots
fired outside the 7/11 on the corner
of Fountain Boulevard and Chelton
Road.
The officers on-scene found several
shell casings in the parking lot of the
7/11 but were unable to identify any
suspects.
Witnesses described two males
shooting at each other from across
the parking lot. It is believed that no
injuries occurred. The shooting resulted in damage to a parked car, a
local Kwik Stop, and two different
apartment buildings in the surrounding area. The investigation is ongoing.

BURGER KING HOLDUP
Monday night at 6:44 p.m. officers
responded to a reported armed robbery of a Burger King Restaurant located at 2730 S. Academy Blvd.
The suspect, who has yet to be identified, apparently entered the Burger
King with an exposed handgun and
demanded money from the register,
police said. The victims complied and
the suspect fled on foot with an undisclosed amount of money.
Officers who arrived on-scene were
unable to track down the suspect. The
suspect is a white male in his late 20s,
approximately 6-foot-2, 200 lbs.

STOLEN VEHICLE, ARREST

Early Monday morning at 4:43 am.,
an officer with the CSPD observed a
suspicious vehicle near the intersection of Galley Road and Circle Drive
south of downtown Colorado Springs.
The officer ran the vehicle’s plates
and discovered that it was stolen.
The officer followed the vehicle and
requested police backup in order to
conduct a traffic stop.
The suspects parked the stolen vehicle near the 3300 block of Santa
Rosa Street. As backup arrived, the
original officer conducted the traffic
stop and discovered a stolen handgun
and over $6,000 worth of cocaine inside the vehicle.
The suspect, 23-year-old Mark Dillie, was arrested for the stolen handgun and on charges of possession of
illicit narcotics.
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ADMINISTRATIVE, ACADEMIC OFFICES MOVE IN REORGANIZATION
Spencer Center to undergo massive renovations in preparation for the move

You might call
it the mass miMegan Masuret
gration of the adStaff Writer
ministration.
Throughout
the end of October and into the beginning of November, many of the college’s
administrative of�ices are being relocated as The Spencer Center undergoes
renovation.
Upon completion, almost all of the administrative departments will work out
of Spencer Center, reorganizing a currently spread-out spattering of of�ices
located throughout campus.
Situated on Cache La Poudre Street
across from Armstrong Hall, CC acquired
the Spencer Center in 1991. Formally
known as the Plaza Hotel, the building
has served a variety of functions from a
dormitory between 1901 and 1903, to
CC’s bookstore between 1920 and 1941.
In 1969, the entire building was converted to of�ice buildings, and in 1983, it
was added to the Interior Department’s
National Register of Historic Places.
Although nearly every county in the
United States has at least one place listed in the National Register, attaining this
listing is the �irst step in earning National Park Service-related programs.
Prior to the renovation, the Spencer
Center housed of�ice space for six administrative departments: Advancement,
Human Resources, Communications,
Payroll, Purchasing, and the Associate
Dean of Global, Community, and Sum-

CAMPUS LIFE

Photo by Esther Chan.

mer Programs.
Despite CC owning the building for 22
years, there have not been any improvements or additions to the building since
the 1950s. Thus, many of the amenities
are outdated, and the building is slated
to be gutted.
For example, individual room radiators provide heat and individual window
units provide air conditioning, making
temperature dif�icult to manage.
There is a single interior stairwell in
the building, which could potentially
become a safety hazard since the �ire escape structures are externally mounted.
Apart from the temperature inconveniences and safety hazards, President Jill
Tiefenthaler believes that CC can better
serve students, faculty, and staff if all the
administrative departments operated
from the same building.
Currently, there are additional administrators located in the basement and
upper �loors of Armstrong.
“One of the bene�its of the Spencer
Center renovations is bringing together
Financial Aid, Student Accounts, and
Student Employment/Human Resources on the ground �loor of the building,”
Tiefenthaler said. “With this change, we
hope to provide convenient, one-stop �inancial services for students.”
Deputy Director of Facilities, Will
Wise, and Senior Project Manager, Rick
Greene, are coordinating the movement
of the departments during the renovation. In total, the departments are being
relocated to �ive different buildings, four
of which are on campus, and one offcampus.
On Oct. 17 and 18, the Advancement
Division moved to the Kissing Camels
Of�ice Park, located about 3.5 miles off
campus.
Because the staff from this department frequently meet with colleagues
and students, they have temporary
“swing of�ices” so that they may continue their work as normal.
The second move, on Oct. 24 and 25,
relocated Communications to 931 Nevada Ave., the former childcare center,
and 921/923 Nevada Ave., the adjacent
apartment building.
“The Communications Of�ice is a beehive of activity because we’re always on
deadline with many web, print, news,
video and social media projects, and
we barge into one another’s of�ices
constantly for information, brainstorm-

ing, and to consider art, video and web
concepts,” Vice President for Communications Jane Turnis said. “So it’s a little
unnerving that the beehive is segmented
for a few months.”
On Nov. 1, the Human Relations staff
along with the Associate Dean of Global
Community and Summer Programs will
move to Armstrong Hall, and on Nov. 6,
the �inal move will relocate the remaining members of the Human Relations
department to their temporary location.
Earlier this fall, the athletics Media
Relations Director and Associate Director moved to of�ices in El Pomar Sports
Center.
Also, the Payroll and Purchasing Of�ices joined their Finance and Administration colleagues in the basement of
Armstrong, which should facilitate their
coordination.
“So far everything is going as planned,”
Wise said. “It is a slight bit more work
in the temporary relocation areas than
expected, but we are right on schedule.
Students that have any dealings with the
relocated departments may have to walk
a little bit further to meet with the department, but there should be very little
impact to students in conducting this
project. It should be business as usual.”
Upon completion, the departments
that previously occupied Spencer Center
will return to the building, in addition
to the President’s of�ice, Finance and
Administration, Student Accounts, and
Financial Aid.
The Faculty Dean will move to Armstrong.
Although in the midst of a chaotic relocation schedule, the departments seem
genuinely accepting and pleased with
the intention of the project.
“We’re farther from the Print Shop,
but closer to KRCC—both part of our division,” Turnis said. “It’s fun to see students on Autry Field in the afternoons
and hear the Shove bells so clearly. Ultimately, I think it will be good to get a
fresh perspective and try new approaches, and hopefully in the new Spencer
more students will come by our of�ices.
We love to hear students’ communications ideas and mull concepts with
them.”
By the beginning of next school year,
the renovation should be �inished, and
the administrative of�ices should return
to a modernized and energy-ef�icient
Spencer Center.

of Undergraduate Research and Thesis/
Fellowships, will be created to oversee
the progression toward these goals.
The grant will also allow the College
to “develop a higher pro�ile for the Block
Plan,” by gathering data on the effectiveness of the college’s academic structure
and sharing it with other institutions,
the college said.
Finally, the grant will enhance programs in the Center for Immersive
Learning and Engaged Teaching, the focal point of the college’s strategic plan.

The Center will be built in the renovated
version of Tutt Library, and will contain
a variety of creative resources to support
students in their academic endeavors.
CC has been the recipient of many
Melon Grants over the years. However,
the money awarded to the college this
year far surpasses previous sums.
In 2011, CC received a $509,000 grant
from the foundation to support the college’s language curriculum. In 2009, the
college received a similar sum slated for
advancement purposes.

CC receives largest Melon Grant in college history
In the �inal days
of last block, CC reMallory Shipe
ceived an $800,000
grant from The
Staff Writer
Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation to support the college’s strategic plan over the next decade.
The grant will support the plan’s goal
of creating an “immersive learning environment” through expanded undergraduate research opportunities and faculty/
student collaboration. Two new of�ices,
the Of�ice of Field Study and the Of�ice
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>>> The �irst con�irmed case of rabies in a domestic cat since 1966 was
found last week in Fountain, El Paso
County Public Health announced last
week.
The three-week-old kitten—abandoned under a shed on South Race
Street—tested positive for rabies after
showing neurologic symptoms, authorities said. Neighbors told health of�icials
that the kitten’s mother, a calico cat,
was last seen in early October.
“While rabies has commonly been
thought to be an issue of wild animals
(such as skunks and bats) there have
been four other rabid cats in Colorado
in 2013,” Public Health said in a news
release.
Anyone who comes in contact with an
animal suspected of carrying rabies is
urged to seek medical attention immediately as rabies is fatal once symptoms
appear. In order to prevent infection,
health of�icials urge the public to vaccinate their pets, avoid pets from wildlife,
keep animals inside at night, and to not
touch or feed wild animals.

>>> Tomi-Ann Roberts, a professor of psychology, has authored an article urging young girls to avoid getting
caught-up in the pressure to conform to
an unrealistic ideal of body image, the
college announced last week.
In Roberts’ article, titled “Mind the
Thigh Gap,” she discusses how she was
troubled by the fact that some girls were
worried if they lacked a “thigh gap—or
space between their inner thighs—
when they stood up, the college said.
“Like the London subway system,
Roberts says to ‘Mind the Gap!,’” the
college said. “But instead of the empty
space between a subway car and platform, Roberts warns of another sort of
emptiness: an empty stomach, depleted
energy, and shallow thoughts of wants
to be a size 00.”

>>> The Bowed Piano Ensemble
gained national recognition last week
after an article in The New York Times
pro�iled the Colorado College group.
The ensemble performed in New York
City over block break as part of their
regular performance series.

>>> Motorists will be able to use their
credit cards to pay for street parking
in downtown Colorado Springs starting
next month, according to a City press
release.
“Mayor Steve Bach will attend the
instillation of the city’s newest credit
card-enabled parking meters in front
of the City Administration Building on
Friday,” the city said in a press release.
“The City of Colorado Springs is exchanging approximately 882 downtown
parking meters with new credit cardenabled meters.”
Areas all over downtown will receive
these new machines, with installation
scheduled to be completed by Nov. 1.
The meters will accept Visa, MasterCard, and coins.
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FIREMEN: ‘We are in charge of the medical,
pre-hospital aspect of all emergencies.’
Continued from page 1.

people, each with a designated job: the
driver, the of�icer, the paramedic, and a
�ire�ighter. Accompanying the personnel
are 500 gallons of water, ladders ranging from 14 feet to small enough to �it in
your attic, tools ranging from pick axes
to the Jaws of Life, and an abundance of
medical supplies.
Each day, the truck is loaded with intravenous bags, drugs, narcotics, dressings,
and other trauma-related aids. When
confronting situations with constricted
airways, paramedics are equipped with
“high tech cameras that [they] can attach
to these tubes to prevent us from going
down into the lungs,” said Andrew Lowe,
a paramedic stationed at the San Miguel
house.
“By city charter, we are in charge of
the medical, pre-hospital aspect of all
emergencies,” said Lowe. “An ambulance
is transportation.”
Transport calls are one of the two
most common calls that the company
gets from Colorado College, which are
often drinking-related incidents. After
receiving a 911 call, “the dispatch center
asks for the nearest medical assistance,
which is us,” said Captain David Broch.

“Students don’t pull manual alarms;
they usually grow out of that by the time
they get to college,” said Broch.
This leaves the other common calls
received by the company to be cooking
related.
In order to become familiar with the
campus, the company likes to “capitalize on the school’s schedule by training
when it doesn’t hamper with the students,” said Broch.
Training often occurs in the basement
of Bemis Hall.
During block breaks and holiday
breaks, the company has “walked
through the Western Ridge apartments
in order to familiarize with layouts in
case of an emergency,” said Broch. By
getting a sense of the occupancy and
the ways to get in and out of the building, they can most ef�iciently react to an
emergency.
The relationship with Colorado College does not stop there, though. The
Company assists residential assistant
training over the summer.
Providing RAs with �ire safety knowledge and the local area with medical and
emergency assistance, House Co. No. 2
stands tall among the men and women
of Colorado Springs.

HAPPENINGS

VOTE! - Election Day is Nov. 5. Mail-in ballots need to be in before
the weekend to guarantee delivery! Vote in person downtown.
CCSGA will be hosting a forum for student groups to voice concerns next Thursday, Nov. 7 at 3:00 P.M. in Gaylord Hall. All students are welcome to attend.
FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The following club �inances were approved:

- Playhard Productions was awarded $12,322 for Ice Age.

- MAPS was awarded $240 for additional club support and
transportation.

- SOSS was awarded $110 for “Hey baby, what’s your sign?”
Editor’s Note: CCSGA Happenings provides our readers with access to information they
need to become involved in campus issues. Events and news here are provided by CCSGA
and compiled/edited by our staff.

WE
DELIVER!

Photos by Morgan Bak.

FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
©2011 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Tara Misra, CC’s new Sexual Assault Response Coordinator, talks about
how she came to work at the college, being a con�idential resource for
the community, Halloween, and pumpkin-�lavored everything.

10

Where are you from?
I grew up in suburban Massachusetts, but spent about 10 years in Albuquerque, NM, where I fell in love with the Mountain West.

QUESTIONS

...with Brooks

Fleet

How did you get to Colorado College?
I saw the SARC position announcement on a listserv for violence prevention professionals in higher education while doing similar
work at the University of Georgia. I immediately knew that I had to apply; CC attracts bright and dynamic students, and I was very attracted to the idea of working at a liberal arts college. Also, one of my cousins graduated from CC in 2000 and had a great experience
here.

STYLE
EDITOR

How do you like it so far?
I feel very grateful and fortunate to be part of the CC community. Students and colleagues have been so welcoming and willing
to engage on these issues. There is also much to look forward to, which is exciting.

What does it mean to be a sexual assault response coordinator?
Although the title suggests a very speci�ic function, my role on campus is pretty broad. I am a con�idential resource for students, faculty, and staff. I provide support to indi- viduals that are impacted by sexual assault, intimate partner violence, stalking, and bias incidents. Support can include escorting someone to the
emergency room, exploring options for reporting, communicating with professors on a student’s behalf, learning how to talk to a friend
you are concerned about, or connecting students with other resources on campus and in the community. However, it is not enough to
respond to violence when it occurs, but also to prevent it. A huge part of that is emphasizing what healthy relationships and healthy
sexuality look like. I am available to talk about contraception, STI (sexually transmitted infection) prevention, communication, jealousy, �inding balance—really any relationship concern that a student would like to discuss. There are many mixed messages about
what a healthy relationship looks like. Those role models can be scarce. Also, free condoms are available in my of�ice.

Is CC a lot different from previous schools you have worked with?
Very different. I have primarily worked with college students at very large public universities. I was very involved in peer
health education at the University of Massachusetts and began to focus on healthy relationships in my graduate program at the
University of New Mexico. I moved to Athens, Ga. after grad school to work in violence prevention and advocacy at UGA. It was an
intense education to be working on such a large campus (34,000). CC has been a refreshing change. I particularly appreciate the
more intimate feeling on campus.

How did you become interested in sexual assault response and counseling?
I began my career as a sexual health educator when I was an undergraduate focused on HIV prevention and college
students. As I progressed in public health, there were more opportunities to work with other populations, like sex
workers or injection drug users. Being a resource for people navigating crisis situations and talking about “sensitive” topics became common threads in much of my public health work. By the time I �inished grad school, I knew
that I wanted to continue working with college populations and violence prevention has been a critical campus
issue for decades. Also, many people in my own life have been impacted by sexual or intimate partner violence,
Photos by Nicole Jorgenson.
and I am inspired by their courage.
What do you want students to know about preventing sexual assault on campus?
It is important for students to recognize that we all play a role in preventing sexual violence. Violence really
thrives in silence, which is why conversations about these issues are so important. This is not a “woman’s issue”.
Sexual violence impacts all of us. We all bear a responsibility to each other to maintain a climate where people
are treated with respect. Nobody deserves to be victimized. Get involved if you believe someone is at risk. If you
see a person in trouble at a party or a friend using force or pressuring another person, speak up. More information about being an active bystander is available through the BADASS program, offered through SOSS (Student
Organization for Sexual Safety).
What are you going to be for Halloween?
I am going to be on-call.

What do you think about the in�lux of pumpkin-�lavored foods?
I think it is an essential part of the season. Pumpkin puree is actually a great source of potassium, antioxidants,
and �iber, so it can be a healthy addition to recipes.
If you could vacation anywhere in the world where would you go?
I would do a tour of Spain, Morocco, and Tunisia.

CAMPUS SAFETY BLOTTER
@faceplant_0o I’m dreaming of a white...
Halloween. #coloradocollege — 2 days
ago
@MoroccanSwagg All you seniors
should consider applying to Colorado
College!! You’ll fall in love http://www.
coloradocollege.edu #classof2014 #coloradocollege — 2 days ago

@nlcondit @ColoradoCollege wins (esp
in alumni giving). Roll on hockey season.
http://www.ccversusdu.com — 2 days
ago
@chrismasoner @ColoradoCollege
need a block break! — 3 days ago

I

@jumcgu yo maybe we should stop
sayin townie n see wut it does to the ol
bubble #cctoptweets — 3 days ago

@MaggyCounsel A Farewell to Pianists Who Aim for the Gut http://nyti.
ms/1dtLitI @ColoradoCollege #music
#bowedpiano — 7 days ago

@zekaybra The #coloradocollege men’s
soccer team just walked into Jason’s Deli,
I have time for that. #drooling — 7 days
ago
@TigerBillHawaii @CCTigers women’s
soccer...Conference USA champions! — 6
days ago

@herbst20 Great tribute to Scott Winkler
by @RidertownUSA and his former teammates. #mustwatch #winks #ColoradoCollege #Stars http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=q0ezrU8JwfY&feature=em-uploademail … — 4 days ago

Tuesday 10/15
reported broken around 9:15
A unicycle was reported sto- a.m.
len from the Olin Exterior at
7:15 p.m. The unicycle has not Sunday 10/20
been recovered.
A student under the age of
21 was in possession and usSaturday 10/19
ing alcohol and marijuana at
A student in the John Lord 2:51 a.m. The case was closed
Knight
apartments
was and referred to the authoricharged with contributing to ties.
delinquency with the use of
alcohol around 9:00 p.m. The Monday 10/21
case was closed and referred.
A gold card was reported
stolen from the Worner cenA padlock from the cellar ter around 12:45 p.m. The car
door of a rental property was remains missing.
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Fewer Coloradans represented at Colorado College

In
recent
years,
there
Katlyn Frey
has been a
trend of less
Staff Writer
and less representation of Coloradans within the CC
student body, despite an increase of instate applications.
However, according to Assistant Director of Admission Mariegrace Veres,
when the Office of Admissions finds a
student that fits CC, “it doesn’t really
matter where they’re from.”
Unlike the decrease of Coloradans
within the student body, Veres says
that more Coloradans have actually
been applying to CC than ever before.
Out of all Colorado high schools, East
High School in Denver sends CC the
most applications. “We are recruiting
in every single territory in Colorado
because we do value kids from Colorado,” Veres said. The only way coming
from Colorado could hurt someone’s
chance of being accepted to CC would
be if a local applicant chose to not have
an interview.
In recent years, college representatives have come from all over the US
to recruit students from Denver and
the larger Colorado area. Therefore,
the top-tier Coloradans, who apply to

CC and have a chance of getting into CC,
also apply to the Ivy Leagues, California
schools, and East Coast liberal arts colleges.
Many of the Coloradans who are accepted to CC are likewise accepted to
these out-of-state institutions, and a
large portion of them end up choosing
to go farther from home—“not that they
don’t like the mountains,” says Veres, but
because they need a change.
Freshman Huseen Sufi, from Denver,
who was accepted to schools like Haverford, Brown, and John Hopkins, made
the decision to come to CC instead “partly because of my family, and because I
liked Colorado College better,” said Sufi.
“I visited here during the multicultural
weekend, so that really changed my
views.” However, Sufi’s twin brother
chose to go to Brown over CC, since it is
far from home.
Like Sufi, CC has become more appealing to out-of-state and international
students because of its new emphasis
on multiculturalism. CC has the most
diverse student body in all its history—
around 30 percent identify as American
ethic minority, says Veres. Also, 9 percent of the student body comes from international countries.
The increase in applicants has made

CC more competitive. In prior years, the
admit rate for CC was around 40 percent,
and the Office of Admission often filled
class spots with students who would not
meet the current standards. This last
year, the admit rate was 22 percent.
Being an international student does
not increase someone’s chances of being accepted to CC. However, CC does
“value that cultural perspective,” says
Veres, which has encouraged the Office
of Admission to focus on recruiting more
applicants from other countries, further
increasing CC’s selectivity.
When the international recruitment
started, only about 3 percent of the student body was international. Today, six
members of the admission staff recruit

An administration
initiative
Jesse Paul
to increase attendance at last
Editor-in-Chief
night’s Halloween dance, paired with an effort to promote the safe celebration of hallow’s
eve, offered students living at off-campus houses invaluable college goods in
exchange for not throwing a party.
The deal: Don’t party, and we’ll give
you pizza. Lots and lots of pizza.
“I would like to offer to buy your
household 10 pizzas or so if you choose
not to host a party on Halloween,” Cesar
Cervantes, Assistant Dean of Students,
wrote in an email to several off-campus
houses last week. “You might be asking

yourself, ‘Is this a cheap bribe?’ Yes!
Though, I prefer to think of it as a small
incentive to promote our event on campus and assist in creating a safe and responsible Halloween for all.”
Cervantes told The Catalyst Thursday that the initiative was also utilized
last year with a great deal of success.
He added that the email was meant to
encourage students to attend the Halloween VDP.
The Dean also asked that students
who do choose to throw a party do so
in a safe and responsible way.
“In an effort to keep our students safe
and continue to build positive relationships with our neighbors, I ask that if
you plan to have an off-campus party

for Halloween…please be responsible,”
he said. “Register your party with Campus Safety and please follow our recommendations for responsible hosting.”
As of Thursday, a number of houses
had agreed to deal, happily accepting
the many free pizzas.
“We already weren’t throwing a party,” said Nick Brown, a senior who lives
off campus on Wahsatch Street. “The
pizzas were just an added bonus.”
“I have had at least six off-campus
locations take me up on the offer, and
they all seem to be very pleased. I also
had a student stop me on my way to
Rastall yesterday and ask if she and her
household could still participate,” Cer-

The
CulturAttractions
Emilia Whitmer
Fund serves as
a source for stuStaff Writer
dents and members of the Colorado College community
looking to host various cultural events.
“The main goal of the Cultural Attractions Fund is to provide funding or subsidies for public lectures, performances,
exhibits, etc. that will give both Colorado
College and the local community diverse
and unique cultural offerings,” said Jermyn Davis, chair of the fund’s selection
committee and a member of President
Tiefenthaler’s immediate staff.
Any member of the CC community
with an event idea in mind can apply for
funds from the CAF.
Individual grants awarded range anywhere from a couple hundred dollars to
tens of thousands. The amount ultimately depends on need.
Three Colorado College administrators, a student representative appointed
by CCSGA president, and a local community member review the grant application.
In their deliberation, the committee
seeks proposals that show thorough-

ness in planning and a careful consideration of the work necessary to make
their event a success.
Committee members are also looking
for collaborative potential and the ability of the event to connect Colorado College to the local community.
“This fund has allowed CC and the local community to experience offerings
that would normally not be provided,”
said Davis.
Last year, the CAF sponsored many
events varying from “Temu Wicara Tentang Bali: A Symposium Celebrating
Twenty Years of Gamelan at Colorado
College” to the lecture by Dan Savage
during the Queer Speaker Series.
The CAF committee accepts applications throughout the entire year.
Already this year, the committee has
approved funding for various events including “Rhythm Nations: Transnational
Hip Hop In the Gallery, in the Street, and
on the Stage” as well as the Cornerstone
Arts Week featuring Pulitzer Prize-winning Artist/Illustrator Art Spiegelman.
“This year, I hope the committee sees
proposals that continue to stretch the
cultural awareness and opportunities of
CC and the community,” said Davis.

ADMISSIONS

globally. Admissions Counselor Emily
Anding has recruited all across Europe,
including Russia. Veres has traveled
to parts of Asia, and other counselors
have visited Latin America, Africa, the
Middle East and Canada.
In the class of 2017, the largest portion (26 percent) is from Northeastern
US, and only 17 percent of the class is
from Colorado. CC’s class size of approximately 500 students is not expanding. However, out-of-state and
international recognition of CC is expanding. The increase of applications
received from out-of-state and international applicants have made CC a more
competitive school for every applicant,
not just local Coloradans.
Photo by Sam Zarky.

Dean: Don’t host a Halloween party and we’ll give you pizza
CAMPUS POLICY

The Cultural Attractions Fund brings cultural events to CC
CAMPUS POLICY al

vantes said.
Food, it turns out, is quite the motivator.
“I think we use food as an incentive
for students at many of our events,”
Cervantes said. “I know it’s an incentive
for me! I recently attended a movie program in Loomis because of the banana
splits that were being served. I’ve seen
Jurassic Park more times than I care to
admit, but free banana splits are a rare
commodity. I think it’s also important
to model and support a responsible social gathering. With these pizzas, I trust
our off-campus households will gather
together and enjoy themselves responsibly with delicious toppings.”
It’s a sweet deal for everyone.
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SHUTTLE: It will ‘break down the barriers between the locals and the community’
Continued from page 1.

...estimated time of arrival at other locations.
It’s “Safe Ride” in the 21st century.
In the ‘50s and ‘60s, Colorado Springs
had a trolley system that ran up and
down Tejon Street and Colorado Avenue. These were removed as car traffic
increased. Since then, there has always
been, as Calkins describes, “a grassroots
initiative to bring back public transportation in Colorado Springs.”
The Colorado Springs public bus also
used to stop in the Armstrong parking
lot to transport students to businesses
downtown. Unfortunately, this was also
discontinued due to budgetary reasons
within the last decade.
Campus Safety and Colorado College
students in turn started the student-operated CCAT shuttle that drives students
around downtown Wednesday through
Saturday from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
The idea sounded great, but Campus
Safety found that the shuttle was initially very underutilized. In fact, a survey
conducted of 27 CC students of all ages
found that only six of them had ever
used the shuttle.
Assistant Director of Campus Safety
Nick Calkins began research on an automated dispatch program. The study
looked particularly at the increasing
number of students using Safe Ride as a
means of transportation for when they
didn’t feel like walking to a party or to
town rather than for emergencies.

“Safe Ride became a free taxi service
picking up and dropping off people in
specific areas,” said Calkins. “The shuttle
on the other hand is more like a bus than
a taxi. With it, we can bring Safe Ride
back to managing priority calls.”
Campus Safety conducted an unofficial survey of the shuttle drivers and a
small group of students about what people thought of the shuttle service. Across
the board they found that students did
not know where and when the shuttle
picked up students or that shuttle ran on
a route instead of dropping students off
at specific locations.
After research online and in the International Parking Institute magazine,
Calkins found Ride Systems, a premier
provider of route system navigation.
“We chose Ride Systems because it
was very customizable,” Calkins said.
“Other systems tailored towards larger
vehicles and more buses. We needed
something that we could scale down to
fit our needs.”Calkins did not specify exactly how much the application cost, but
he said, “It wasn’t really too expensive.”
He continued on to explain that the
application is simply a template: CC
sends them a logo and the route maps,
and Ride Systems plugs in the information to a universal model used by places
as varied as Brown University, Breckenridge Mountain Resort, and the Richmond Airport.
In addition to the cost of using the
template, CC will be charged an annual
maintenance fee. The GPSs, one of which

is fixed inside of the CCAT shuttle while
the other is portable and more used for
tracking Safe Ride routes, were included
in the package Campus Safety purchased
from Ride Systems.
Calkins explained how the portable
GPS is used from a planning standpoint
to see how far Safe Ride drives in a night,
where they are driving, and how Safe
Ride is being utilized on a graphic level.
With this, they can begin to change shuttle routes to stop in high-traffic areas.
“It would also be a great advertisement to the community that we want
to see our students around Colorado
Springs and to break down the barriers
between the locals and the college,” said
Calkins.
He hopes that by breaking that wall,
campus safety and security will improve,
and the students will benefit from immersing themselves in the rich culture
of Colorado Springs.

tration.
The bar was open three nights a week
that semester. “We were doing pretty
well,” said Daniels who only remembers only one bad incident—when a
pedestrian walking by was injured. “The
school never found out about that,” said
Daniels.
“We had TVs with ski movies,” said
Daniels. The Ninth Block was a popular
venue for student bands. Daniels remembers The Log Jammers and “Jesse
Paul’s band” playing at the bar. “Our biggest night ever, we had an alumni band
come back and play; the whole parking
lot was packed,” said Daniels.
The four owners weren’t getting rich,
but they were making students happy,

something Daniels assumed would
convince the school to endorse the bar.
However three blocks into the 20122013 academic year, The Ninth Block
closed.
“The school went behind our back,”
said Daniels who cites complaints from
the administration as a key element in
the bar’s closing.
“There were three or four stories in
the alumni magazine about us—they
were outwardly proud but internally
they didn’t like it,” said Daniels, who defined “they” as Dean Edmonds and President Tiefenthaler.
“The administration was telling people we don’t want this, we don’t want
that,” said Daniels. “They were talking to
a lot of people about it. They had meetings with Joseph Coleman,” said Daniels
who said the meetings were not “overly
positive.”
Daniels also talked to faculty: “A couple professors told me that the administration was not sending good vibes.”
Regarding their alleged disapproval,
Daniels said, “The administration never
told that to my face.”
Daniels continued running the bar
without the expected endorsement from
the school. But “it didn’t really work,”
said Daniels, who was working from
noon to 3 a.m. making forty dollars a day.
The decision to close The Ninth Block
was based on a mixture of the administration’s supposed disapproval and the
toils of bar ownership.
Daniels decided that “it wasn’t really
worth it” to continue running the bar,
and the experiment ended, albeit sourly.
Edmonds remembers it differently.
“I don’t think that’s true at all,” said
Edmonds regarding Daniels’ version of
the Ninth Block’s closing. “The decision
was made by Bryce,” said Edmonds. “The

“My main goal is to get everyone to
download the app,” said Calkins. “The
only way to do that is through education.
We want to be very specific with our
purpose. The shuttle should be to help
to get from one place to another, but not
necessarily a specific location.”
Despite these aspirations, only one of
the 26 students in the above-mentioned
survey had downloaded the app. Most of
the others had not even heard of it.
Senior Quintus Drennan, who has
downloaded the app, said that the app
“wasn’t working well at all Block 1” and
in turn, had not used it much during
Block 2.
In an ideal world, the app would work
flawlessly so students have an incentive
to download it. For now, the usability of
the app is still in a pilot stage with much
potential for growth in the future.
To view the shuttle tracker, visit: http://
www.ccatshuttle.com.

Photo by Esther Chan.

BAR: Owners weren’t getting rich, but they were making students happy
Continued from page 1.

...some control and we thought that that
would be something the school would
be willing to pay for,” said Daniels.
Daniels, Urban, Paterson, and Carter
hoped to eventually sign a contract with
CC where they would be paid a flat fee
as a food-service provider and would
also charge students. The four decided
to spend second semester of the 20112012 academic year “proving to the
school” that it was something that would
work, Daniels said.
“We met with Jill a bunch,” said Daniels, who knew The Ninth Block would
need to demonstrate its worth before
gaining sponsorship from the adminis-

Photo courtesy of
James Olson.

college didn’t close it,” said Edmonds,
citing the relationship between Coleman
and Daniels: “I would suggest you talk
with Joseph [Coleman].”
“Maybe there’s a little truth on both
sides, but neither is 100 percent accurate,” said Coleman, adding, “I loved
talking with and hanging out with those
boys in The Ninth Block—it was great.”
According to Coleman, Bryce, as his
fellow co-founders graduated, found it
difficult to run the bar alone. “After four
weekends my remembrance is that he
was going out of town and didn’t want
to work—which is understandable” and
there was no one to run the bar.
“I think Bryce believes the college was
against it,” said Coleman.
According to Coleman, it was difficult
for the college to meet Bryce’s wishes—
free space and $5,000. “I think it’s tough
for the college,” said Coleman of the administration’s position in the situation.
He said the administration was supportive.
“I don’t think Tiefenthaler and Edmonds were negative; they recognized
that the nature of college kids is that
they leave,” said Coleman, regarding the
administration’s decision to not sponsor
the Ninth Block after the bar had three
of four founders leave after four months.
Coleman suggested that the administration supported the bar, but not as
much as Daniels would have liked. Consequently, Daniels was doing more than
his share of work, and getting little back.
“It lost energy; it lost enthusiasm,”
said Coleman.
Coleman concluded saying that if another group of students wanted to do
it again, he would “certainly entertain
them.”
At the end of November, La’au’s will
close for renovations until the spring.
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Continued from page 1

cheap-ish act to play the dance in an effort to plan and execute a memorable
night.
In the springs of 1967, Brown said he
asked some fraternity brothers of his
if they knew any bands that could play
at homecoming. They didn’t, they told
him, but they had a connection with a
record company in California.
“I asked which was the most expensive one I could afford, and [the company] said The Doors,” Brown recounted
in a letter to the alumni office. “I said
OK. He asked me to send him a telegram. A few days later, he asked for a
signed letter and contract [from] someone at CC over the age of 21.”
The contract was signed, and Brown
let the looming date pass to the back of
his mind.
“When I went home to South Bend
that summer, I didn’t think anything
about what I had done... until ‘Light
My Fire’ came out in June or July and
went straight to number one on all
the charts,” he said. “When I got back
to CC in late August, I was convinced
we would have no problem filling the
Broadmoor and paying for the doors.”
Those who remember booking the
band debate about how much the contract actually stipulated Jim Morrison’s
iconic group would be paid, ranging
from $3,000 to $5,000. An exuberant amount in 1967, there was a fear
among organizers that they wouldn’t
be able to recover the costs of booking
the band because not enough tickets
would be sold. One dean even suggested that the college break the contract.
Before the concert even happened,
more problems arose.
“Several weeks before The Doors were
to perform, I got a call from the agent,”
Brown said. “He informed me that The
Doors were now getting $50,000 per
night. He asked if he could send another
band instead. I said no.”
The college, Brown, and Sears held
their ground and finally, on one fall day,
The Doors—a band that would arguably become the most important acid
rock group of history—showed up to the
Broadmoor Ballroom ready to play.
‘I discovered a red tin can’

The Recording in the Tin Can
Thomas Reynolds, class of 1974, was
cleaning his basement in Fairway, Kan.
when he stumbled upon a red tin can
that once contained Moravian cookies.
Inside were some tapes his father had
made during the 1940s of Benny Goodman. There was also a small reel—about
three inches in diameter—that looked a
little out of place.
It was a recording of The Doors performing at The Broadmoor in 1967.
Reynolds was a freshman at Fountain
Valley High School when he met Jim
Morrison of The Doors.
With a recorder he had bought in Tokyo, Reynolds set out to tape the performance, a show that took place at the
turning point of The Doors’ career.
What he didn’t expect was to run into
the Lizard King himself, Jim Morrison.
“I met him in the drugstore of the
Broadmoor, and I had the tape recorder
ready for the show. He was in there in
his black leather pants,” Reynolds said. “I
went up to him, he was looking at some
magazines, and I said, ‘Hey, are you one
of The Doors?’”
Morrison went to speak into the microphone and let out what Reynolds remembers as a hiya yeah uh I yuh.
“He just looked at me, and he was so
unintelligible,” Reynolds said. “Just com-

DOORS: ‘CC was really on the cutting edge
of the beginning of The Doors’ success’

Above: A page from the 1968 CC yearbook remembering and capturing The Doors’ performance. Local
publications, including The Independent, have run stories on the concert. Below: A clipping from The Tiger
describing the opening act, a CC student band. Photos courtesy of Colorado College Special Collections.

THE SET LIST: AN EXCERPT FROM REYNOLDS’ RECORDING
1. Break On Through

2. People Are Strange

3. Backdoor Man

pletely gone. I think he was just numbing
the pain. Knowing their schedule, I think
they just wanted to get it over with.”
In the autumn of 1967, and as part of
a promotional tour for their initial selftitled album, The Doors were booked
every night.
“Colorado College was really on the
cutting edge of the beginning of The
Doors’ success,” Reynolds said. “They
had just been playing at clubs in LA before coming to CC.”
Reynolds found himself at the Door’s
show when his older sister, who graduated in 1972, invited him to tag along to
CC’s Homecoming of 1967, which was
held at the Broadmoor Hotel.
Reynolds was attending Fountain Valley High School at the time.
By the time they had reached CC, The
Doors had already adapted their signature psychedelic style of performance.
Despite the event’s purpose as a Homecomeing Dance, the band’s performance
consisted of “spacey” tones in addition
to readings of Morrison’s poetry.

4. Wake Up

5. Light My Fire

As typical with their new performance
style, The Doors prefaced “Light My
Fire” with an eerie poetry piece entitled
“Wake Up.”
“It was hard to understand that at a
dance,” Reynolds said. “It was all sort of
dissonant organ; he was moaning. And
then it broke into ‘Light My Fire.’”
“We knew the song [‘Light My Fire’]
on the radio,” Reynolds said. “Everybody
was dancing; it wasn’t like a concert.
But, when that song came on, everyone
was singing along with it.”
Reynolds remembers the show as “incredible.”
Reynolds, who went on to attain an
English major and now resides in Kansas City, donated the recording of the
show to Tutt Library.
“The recording was a little distorted,”
Reynolds said, “probably because I was
dancing so much.”
In 2005 Reynolds donated the tape to
Colorado College’s Special Collections, a
donation that curator Jessy Randall remembers well.

“There’s all these ways for these things
to have new lives,” Randall said of the
short, approximately 30 minute recording of roughly half the performance.
Shortly after the donation was made,
Tutt Library blogged about the historical acquisition, posting roughly 30 seconds of the recording online.
The post caused a ruckus.
A representative from The Doors
emailed the college requesting that the
snippet immediately be taken down
and that the recording never be reproduced or released. The representative
warned that any reproduction would
be construed as a violation of intellectual property, anti-piracy, and copyright laws.
Once-believed to be first live recording of The Doors ever captured, it now
understood that Reynolds’ scratchy
tape wasn’t antecedent, but surely
among the earliest.
The recording remains in both its
original form and on one single compact disc in the Special Collections
section of the library where it remains
with a few newspaper clippings and
one grainy image of the show.
Every so often someone comes in to
listen to the tape and view the archives,
Randall said, but for the most part the
only-known record of The Doors’ performance remains lonesomely — and
safely — out of sight.

‘They came. They sang. They left.”
“While many have hailed the 1967
Homecoming Dance as an ‘unqualified
success,’ we feel that some aspects of
the event bear close scrutiny, both in
terms of the fiscal aspects and in terms
of the means by which the ‘success’
was achieved,” read a staff editorial
in The Tiger, CC’s student newspaper
until 1969 when the publication became
The Catalyst.
Alumni records and The Tiger remember the concert as nothing short
of a wonderful event, even if a swarm of
“high school couples” showed up to hear
the band, apparently much to the disdain of CC students.
“As the crowd streamed into the lobby of the grande dame of the Rockies,
packing her elegant mirrored ballroom
the atmosphere was a mix of fraternity
party and the World Series,” Bob Sears
wrote in his recantation of the night.
The Broadway Shell and Muse Band,
a CC “acid rock” band that often played
shows in Rastall, opened for The Doors.
“As the drummer in the opening band,
I did get to meet Jim [Morrison] in the
Broadmoor Hotel’s equivalent of the
green room,” Fred Worden, who graduated in 1968, wrote. “I remember it like
it was yesterday. I can’t actually remember yesterday, but I do remember that
night.”
In an article about Worden’s band in
The Tiger, Janet Drescher wrote that the
group often played frat parties at the college and around Colorado Springs and
were among “the newest of CC’s three
pop bands.”
After The Broadway Shell and Muse
Band’s set, Morrison and The Doors took
the stage and played two sets, which are
remembered to have lasted around 45
minutes.
In the low-quality recording, the pervasive and ever-present organ tones
ring loud and clear over the drums. It’s
obvious from the cheers, applause, and
singing that the ballroom was packed
that night.
On “People Are Strange,” Morrison’s
vocals are clearly heard, chanting over
the instruments. During “Light My Fire,”
the audience is screaming along.
“It was a special night that I will never
forget,” Reynolds said.
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Upcoming games:
Volleyball Friday 6 p.m.

Congratulations to David Ortiz
and the Boston Red Sox for winning the world series!
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Soccer looks to stay undefeated at home

The Colorado
College Women’s
Nick Youngblood
Soccer team has
Guest Writer
had quite the
successful season in 2013, going 7-1-1
in Conference-USA play and 12-4 overall
this season.
The Tigers can be confident going into
this Thursday’s final home game against
Southern Miss. The reason for this confidence is their 8-0-0 home record this
year, which they will try to preserve on
senior night.
That record, along with the Tigers outscoring their opponents 20-2, has got
to have the eight seniors feeling quite
confident. At 3 p.m. this Thursday, the
Tigers aim to scare the Southern Miss
Lady Eagles into flying home defeated.
The senior class in 2013 is made up of
midfielders Lynn Froetscher and Madison Whitehead, goalkeeper Cody KorW. SOCCER

mack, and defenders Kecia Morway, Sarah Haizlip, Yumi Nguyen, Katie Uyenishi,
and Shaina Riciputi.
This group of talented seniors and
mostly defenders look to acheive a complete college career shutout of their
Thursday rivals, a feat that is almost
completely unheard of at the Division I
level.

CC Women’s Soccer Team
Set to Send Seniors Off With
One Last Win at Home.

This senior class will be missed badly next season as they had a combined
7,922 minutes of playing time in 2012.
This year, Colorado College ranks fourth
in Conference-USA with just under two
goals scored per game.
The Lady Tigers are first in both goals
allowed, with only a mere 11, and goals-

against average, with less than one (.74),
showcasing the obvious experience and
influence the veteran players have had
on the defensive side of the ball.
If there weren’t enough reasons to feel
good about a potential victory going into
Halloween’s game, the Golden Eagles
are just 7-8-4 overall, and an even worse
1-6-2 in league play. However, Southern
Miss did finally snap a jaw-dropping
nine-game winless streak this past Sunday in an overtime victory against Old
Dominion.
Colorado College’s all-time record
against the Southern Miss Golden Eagles
also inspires plenty of confidence as
the Lady Tigers are 6-0-0 and have outscored the Golden Eagles by a combined
16 points.
More impressive than that is the fact
that the Lady Tigers have never allowed
Southern Miss to score a single point
against them.
In fact, the closest the Golden Eagles
have come to even tying a game against
Colorado College was their 1-0 loss last
season here at Stewart Field. The outcome of this game does not determine
much, but it will be this senior class’ last
memory of playing at home in front of
Pikes Peak. The seniors will be honored
in a post-game ceremony, which can be
seen on CC’s video stream or in person.

Next week, Colorado College is set to
travel to Rice University in Houston, Texas for the 2013 Conference USA Championship Game.
The Tigers will play their opening
match on Wednesday, Nov. 6 as these seniors hope to finish the 2013 season by
accomplishing their ultimate goal—raising a Conference Championship trophy
to finish out their exemplary careers.

Women’s soccer girls celebrate home game
wins. Photos courtesy of Dave Reed.

AFTER CC: Alumni who have followed their passions

The
second
First Monday of
Emelie Frojen
the year gave CC
Staff Writer
students a taste
of some of the
unique and interesting jobs acquired by
Colorado College alumni. Directing and
producing kick-ass outdoor films, like
Josh Lowell and Peter Mortimer, is just
the tip of the iceberg.
There are scores of CC grads climbing
and creating across the world, making a
name for themselves in the world of outdoor pioneers.
Ed Webster, who graduated in 1978 as
an anthropology major, is an acclaimed
author, lecturer, publisher, and photojournalist. He has won such awards as
American Mountain Foundation’s 1988
Seventh Grade Award for outstanding
achievements in mountaineering, American Alpine Club’s 1990 Literary Award,
and American Alpine Club’s 1994 David
H. Soules Award.
Webster has had photographs published in publications such as Climbing
Magazine, Rock & Ice, Popular Mechanics, Rolling Stone and The New York
Times Sunday Magazine.
He also wrote a popular book titled
“Snow in the Kingdom,” describing
the first ascent expedition up Everest
Kangshung Face in 1988.

ALUMNI

Class of 1980 graduate Charley Mace
also followed the adventure journalism
path. He is a photographer and videographer, appearing in such places as Outside Magazine, Readers Digest, and the
American Alpine Club Journal.

Reel Rock 8 is another example of alumni following passions in outdoors. Photo by Kayla Fratt.

Mace is currently the chief financial
officer of Great Trango Holdings, a company that manufactures and distributes
climbing and mountaineering equipment. He was also a part of the first
American team to summit the Abruzzi
Ridge of K2 without oxygen.
Along with his other achievements in

the outdoors realm, Mace runs a unique
non-profit called Soldier to Summits,
which organizes outdoor adventure
trips for wounded veterans.
Renan Ozturk, a well known North Face
climbing-team member and nominee for
the coveted Piolet d’Or prize, is also a CC
alum. A 2002 graduate, he started Camp
4 Collective, an outdoor adventure film
company.
Named a 2013 Adventurer of the Year
by National Geographic, Ozturk is an artist and mountaineer. He was part of the
team that made the first ascent up the
Sharks fin on Meru in India.
In the same year, he completed the
Tooth Traverse, a five-mile enchainment of peaks in Alaska’s Ruth Gorge.
Writing and photographing his travels
for National Geographic, Ozturk’s name
is quickly becoming a common name in
the outdoor community.
Erik Rieger, who graduated in 2012, is
now the assistant editor of the American
Alpine Journal.
This journal features stories and detailed route information covering the
year’s most cutting-edge ascents, big
new routes, and unexplored areas.
Reiger heads the North and South America sections.
Aside from the Adventure Journalism
path, Colorado College also has several

famous professional climbing alumni.
Will Gadd is an ice climber who has established some of the hardest mixed ice
climbing lines in the world.
He has won three gold medals at the X
Games and the Ice Climbing World Cup.
Gadd is also a popular public speaker.
Kate Rutherford and Madeline Sorkin
are the leading women of professional
climbers and Colorado College alumni.
Rutherford completed the first ascent of
The Washington Route (VI 5.10, A1) in
Fitz Roy, Patagonia and the first ascent
of 10 Pounds of Tequila (VI 5.12+) in
Acopan Tepui, Venezuela. With Madeline
Sorkin, she notched the first female free
ascent of Moonlight Buttress (V 5.12+),
Zion National, and the Northwest Face
of Half Dome (V 5.12+) in Yosemite, California. Rutherford is also an artist and a
jewelry maker.
Sorkin herself has made many radical free ascents, some of which include
El Corazon (5.13b) at El Capitan in Yosemite Valley, Calif., China Doll (5.13c)
in Boulder Canyon, Colorado, and an
on-site free assent of Heart and Arrows
(5.12) at The Diamond of Longs Peak,
Colo.
These CC graduates have turned their
passion for adventure into careers and
are proof of the correlation between doing what you love and success.
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When the boys come out to play
Fixed eyes, expanded
lungs,
Samantha Buxbaum
cold breath, and
Guest Writer
high hopes.
Colorado College students participating in intramural flag football have only
one thing on their mind—winning.
Unlike other CC intramurals that attract participants because of their lowkey and laid-back qualities, IM flag football is one of—if not the most—intense
intramural sport at CC. Almost everyone
playing on frigid weeknights is wearing
cleats, all are wearing athletic clothes,
and there are a handful of football jerseys proudly worn.
You can “tell [the team’s intensity] by
the amount of people wearing gloves,”
a first-year player said. Within the first
few minutes of talking with various players, the intensity and commitment are
obvious—the other week, one player’s
shoulder got dislocated and another
player was checked into an upside down
soccer goal.
Instantly it’s clear this intramural
sport is truly different than the others.
While waiting for game time, sidelined
members of the teams, with names like
“The Abusement Park” and “Tebow’s
Disciples,” intently gaze at each play. The
sidelined players take no passive role
as they scream across the field “Under,
under, under!” and “Hey, don’t rush it,
man,” and “Easy, easy, easy force him
out!” to help ensure a win.
Some teams get “too heated,” a male
freshman player said, but there is not a
INTRAMURALS

person on the field that was not fully invested in watching their game and yelling at their teammates.
In general, intramural sports are so
relaxed that people sometimes arrive
intoxicated for their games, but a freshman player noted that drinking definitely happens less often in IM football than
for other intramural sports. The stakes
are just too high.
Though listed as a co-ed activity, only
a spattering of girls participate, which
those on Tuesday night lamented and
said could be because of the intimidating nature of play.
One team even has a student coach,
senior Doron Mitchell, who tore his ACL
last winter and after someone slid into
him in a game earlier in this IM football
season, he opted out of risking re-injuring his knee and decided to participate
by coaching.
Dressed in slacks and a button down
shirt, Mitchell is all business.
Although this intramural attracts male
CC students with and without serious
football training, many of the players
played high school varsity football and
this is one of the primary ways they can
still play the sport.
With plays and routes being discussed
on the sideline, everyone’s attention
deeply fixated on the field, foul language
haphazardly tossed around between
teams, shoulders being dislocated, and
checks that launch people dangerously
high into the air, IM flag football is wholly
unlike your typical CC intramural sport.

Flag Football Brings Intensity to the Intramural Scene.
The men and women of Colorado College compete
under the lights on Washburn field for the flag football
chapionship.

S
Whether on the volleyball court or the soccer field, Colorado College always
plays hard. Photos by Morgan Bak.
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Taking IM’s to the promised land
The weird and wonderful world of Intramurals at Colorado College keeps
spinning here in the first week of Block Three. The playoffs are coming, and the
Nick Brown
time to make that final push to get your team to the promised land is now. The
Sports Editor
weather is getting colder, the soccer ball is getting harder, and tensions are high.
Just remember, when that frozen football hits you in the back of the head, when
you skin your knees digging out that volleyball, just remember what we all do this for. A cotton shirt.
And a plaque somewhere.
INTRAMURALS

Good luck everyone! Again, all of the information reported here comes directly off of the official
Colorado College standings website. Please direct all comments or complaints to nick.brown@coloradocollege.edu

Soccer

There are no more undefeated teams in the world of IM Soccer. One by one the mighty have fallen,
sometimes literally, and now no team remains perfect. There are three teams in each pool that are
pacing their respective packs, however. Those teams are:
Black Pool – Hotel Fort De Moins (6-1), Los Pelotudos Grandes (5-2), and Joga Bonito (5-2)
Gold Pool – Title 69 (6-0-1), Chipolopolo (5-1), and FC Panama (3-1)
White Pool – The Dance Floor Blasters on Grass (5-1-1), Spicy Indonesian Soybeans (5-1-1), and
Half Chubbies (3-1-1)

Flag Football

The cream of the flag football crop has separated itself, with five teams above .667 and everyone
else below .286. These five teams are all but a lock to make the postseason, with the top two teams
looking to be The Step-Dadz first and then R.E.M. They are:
Prestige Worldwide (4-1), R.E.M (5-1), The Step-Dadz (5-1), Globo Gym (4-2), Scooter Maneuver
(4-2)

Volleyball

Finally, all of the teams in volleyball have played enough games that we can get a clear playoff picture. There are two perfect teams, and a litany of other one-loss teams that will be the ones to watch
in the playoffs this year. Those teams are:
Spike’s Peak (6-0), The Junk Show (5-0), BAW$E (4-1), Pugs Not Drugs (3-1), Bababooie (3-1),
Horse on Ice (4-1), Destinee Hookers (3-1)
That wraps up Intramurals for this week! Good luck getting to the playoffs everybody. Captains be
prepared, as playoffs start we may be reaching out to you for comments on your teams!
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CC makes impression on Brighman Young University
Hello Coach Partee,

Just a quick, sincere note to congratulate you and your staff and players on your accomplishments with CC
Men’s Basketball. Never have I seen a more tenacious and determined attack in the face of supposedly “superior” talent! It was clear to me that there have been few harder-playing or better-coached teams in the Marriott
Center, and I have been watching Brigham Young University ball for over 40 years.
You have phenomenal players and I don’t just mean your point guard!

So your players’ next question will be: “If we’re so good, why didn’t we win?”

First, let me offer perspective: BYU is pretty good, even for Division I. I have seen BYU win by the same margin against Division I teams. The point disparity last Saturday night wasn’t necessarily a reflection of talent
disparity; although we can both agree some of that may exist, it’s not as much as you might think!!
What I noticed Saturday night was in the minds of your players, rather than in their bodies. I watched how
you coached them and I know they have been trained to do everything necessary to keep the game close, if not
pull an “upset.”

BYU was not 35 points better than CC, regardless of the final score. BYU happened to outrun the CC players
and out-react them. BYU wasn’t coached any better; they played better, but weren’t 35 points kind of better, if
at all.

With the exception of Saturday, I think your players will believe in their coaching and believe in their ability
to match or out-think their opponent; they usually get their minds right and are pro-active, instead of re-active.
They will match a fast-breaking team like BYU step-for-step and they will set up ahead of the break, instead of
chasing it.
All the tools are there, Coach. You don’t need better players — you HAVE them. You certainly don’t need Dave
Rose, Mike Krzyzewski or Rick Pitino.

You have Andy Partee. I could not believe the shots your players were hitting and the intensity, playmaking
ability, and individual talent on your team.
Regards,

David Rowley
Provo, Utah

Stylish, comfortable, and more than a shoe
Stylish and comfortable and more
Jamie Sarafan
than a shoe
Staff Writer
Upon purchasing
the Evolv Cruzer approach shoe a mere
week and a half ago, I’ve gotten many
compliments on my new red “Toms.”
These stylish, urban, hipster-looking
shoes are actually technical climbing
approach shoes that climb remarkably
well.
They are lightweight, which makes
them ideal for multi-pitch climbs, but
unfortunately the thin, canvas-like material that contributes to its good looks
and lack of ounces also makes the shoe
significantly less durable.
However, if you’re looking for a shoe
that you can wear to crush 5.10s with
style and then run out to coffee to
meet friends without stopping home to
change, then you’re in luck.
The Evolv Cruzers run at about $75
full retail; however, I bought mine at
CLIMBING

the local gear shop “Gearonimo Sports,”
for just $30. These shoes smear well indoors, on plastic walls, and outdoors on
Garden of the Gods sandstone.
They also edge well for approach
shoes; if you size them smaller than you
might normal street shoes, edging will
be easier. However, I found that I could
get up most moderate routes surprisingly well with a combination of smearing
and edging.
They also have a fold-back option on
the heel, so you can wear them like slippers. This is an especially convenient
feature if you’re cragging and find yourself walking back and forth from climbs.
The one major drawback of these
shoes is their lack of durability. I’ve only
owned them for about a week and a half,
and already small holes are starting to
wear through the canvas. They are definitely not the first shoes I grab if I know
that I have a long, burly hike ahead of
me, and honestly, the small approach

up to New Era on Kindergarten Rock in
Garden is about as rugged as these shoes
can handle.
Due to their lightness, these approach
shoes hike like the ever-popular “minimalist” or “barefoot” shoes, with minimal heel cushioning and padding when
walking. I happen to like the new minimalist shoes and therefore like the feel
of the Cruzers, but it is definitely not for
everyone. These shoes also do not have
the best traction, especially on steep
gravel, sand or dirt.
This lack of usability is due to the
low profile dots on the sole, some of
which are starting to wear alarmingly
fast.
Despite these drawbacks, these approach shoes are one of my favorite approach shoes for casual, low-key cragging, and for extra style points walking
to class. They climb remarkably well for
approach shoes and look great in an urban, non-climbing setting.

My ouija
board
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BEYOND THE COUCH

Nick Brown
Sports Editor

The thing about writing a Fantasy
Football article is that it sucks. It sucks
for the same reason that playing Fantasy
Football at all sucks. It’s because most of
the time the players just don’t do what
you expect them to do.
This happens for reasons that are
entirely beyond your control. You can
watch the games, you can look at the statistics, the snap counts, the Yards After
Contact, the targets. At the end of the
day you are still trying to accurately predict something that hasn’t happened yet.
This is even worse in a Fantasy Football article, because my predictions are
public. When I mess up the seven people
(eight, if you include my mom) who read
this article get to laugh at me, or get angry because they took my advice.
It’s frustrating. It feels sometimes like I
might be just as successful if I just threw
darts at a list of available players.
Which is why this moment is so nice.
There were two running backs who I
spotlighted in my last article, Andre Ellington and Zac Stacy. They both killed
it last weekend, and I played them, and
they made me look good. They’re still
out there in a lot of leagues, so go get
them.
In the meantime, it’s back to my Ouija
Board for the next big thing –

Running Backs

Andre Brown – This is the guy who I
am most excited about. He looks like he
is coming back for week ten, has always
impressed when he’s had the chance
and is coming back to a situation that
is desperate for a good back. And he is
virtually unowned. This is the week to
grab him.
Pierre Thomas – He’s looking more
and more like the man in New Orleans.
Now that doesn’t mean anything, because on any given week he might disappear and Darren Sproles might (please)
come back from the dead. But for now
he’s the guy, so if you need someone, go
with him.
Mike James – There are a lot of things
not to like about Mike James. Number
one is that he plays for the Buccaneers,
who are atrocious. He also has looked
bad running, and hasn’t topped five
points yet even with a starting job. But
he does have a starting job, so…

Wide Receivers

Marvin Jones – There’s a Bengal on this
list!!! Finally, I can talk about my team.
Nothing makes me happier in Fantasy
than being able to root for a player in
the real and Fantasy world. This kid has
three straight weeks with touchdowns,
and although he will never score four in
one game again, he is still worth owning.
Yay!
Aaron Dobson – I liked him at the start
of the year, and he let me down, but I’m
back on the wagon. He’s seeing a lot of
looks from Tom Brady, and is winning a
battle of who can suck the least in the
pitiful New England passing offense.
He’s worth stashing, his time might be
coming.
I want to mention Kenny Stills here because he had a huge week, and because
he is not worth owning. You just never
know with New Orleans. Last week is
was Stills, next week it will be Nick Toon,
the week after that they’ll throw touchdowns to me. Do you think I’m worth
picking up? Cause I don’t. I feel the
same way about Stills.
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Women’s Soccer clinches conference title
W.SOCCER

Last Friday, the
Colorado
College
Hannah Westerman
women’s soccer
Staff Writer
team played a
frustratingly low-scoring game against
Louisiana Tech University.
Even on their home field, the Tigers
could not break past the 0-0 score
throughout the entire game or the first
overtime. Finally, the tie was broken in
the second overtime by junior midfielder Kaeli Vandersluis, who sent the ball
flying into the upper left corner of the
net, scoring the winning, and only, goal.
This goal not only won the game; it won
the women’s soccer team a share of the
Conference USA championship.
Vandersluis’ teammates rushed onto
the field to grab her in a celebratory hug.
When asked what was going through
her mind after scoring this crucial goal,
Vandersluis said, “I was really excited

that I knew we clinched at least a share
of the conference title, and I knew that
this team is special, and we have the potential to accomplish greater goals.”
She was right.
The Tigers went on to claim the full
Conference USA regular season championship on Sunday.
The Tigers played University of Texas
at El Paso (UTEP) in their last regular
season road game. UTEP won with a
score of 2-1. The Tigers led for a while
with a score of 1-0 but were unable to
hold on to this lead. Vandersluis also
scored this goal, the only Tiger goal of
the game, with a penalty kick.
While the Tigers did lose this final
game, ending their streak of 11 consecutive victories, they were still crowned
the 2013 Conference USA champions
due to a loss by North Texas against
University of Alabama at Birmingham

(UAB). The Tigers’ record in the Conference ended at 7-1-1.
This is the Tigers’ second consecutive
Conference USA championship. Last
season, the Tigers won the championship for the first time in program history.
When asked what has contributed to the
team’s tremendous success, Vandersluis
said, “I think the team chemistry has
played a huge role in our success. We’re
having so much fun together on and off
the field and that contributes to how we
play with each other.”
When asked to elaborate on the dynamic among the team, Vandersluis
said, “We all play for each other, and
there aren’t any superstars on the team;
we play together as a team.”
Indeed, the team has been playing together very well.
Colorado College is ranked fourth in
the Conference USA with an average of
SNOW REPORT

Nina Murray
Guest Writer

1.88 goals scored per game. CC is also
ranked first both in goals allowed (a
mere 11) and in goals-against average
(0.74).
The team has also done impressively
on an individual level. Vandersluis leads
the league in assists with nine overall.
Junior midfielder Jessie Avers is first in
the conference with five game-winning
goals. Sophomore goalkeeper Kate
Scheele started in all 17 games and leads
the conference with 10 shutouts.
The team consists of 25 players: eight
seniors, seven juniors, six sophomores,
and four freshmen. The seniors had
their final home appearance on Steward
Field this Thursday, which was the end
of the regular season.
Next week, the Tigers will be at Rice
University in Houston for the 2013 USA
Conference Championship. Their opening match will be on Wednesday, Nov. 6.

Winter
is here

First-years suffered through snowy FOOT trips this block break
due to the early arrival of snow, with the first freeze on Oct. 4.
This is the earliest freeze since 2009; in 2010, the first freeze
was not until Oct. 27, with the first measurable snow arriving at
the end of November in Denver.
What does this early snow mean?
Skiing on the weekends!
Arapahoe Basin, located roughly two hours away in Keystone,
Colorado has been open with five runs operational since Oct. 13.
For more information on runs open at A-Basin, visit their website, where conditions are updated regularly.

CD

“I think I’m a natural-born leader. I know how to bow down to authorTupac Shakur
ity if it’s authority I respect.”		

C O M M E N T & D E B AT E

Have an opinion to share?
Email Editor Jackson Porreca at

jackson.porreca@coloradocollege.edu.
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The problem with the Israeli settlement

Last
week,
Colorado
ColWilliam Kim
lege was lucky
Staff Writer
enough to host
a talk by Peter
Beinart, author of “The Crisis of Zionism.” During the talk, Professor Beinart
argued against Israeli settlement policy.
If one takes a hard look at the settlements in the West Bank, it’s not hard to
see why he’s opposed.
The West Bank was seized by Israel
from Jordan during the 1967 Six-Day
War, which represents one of the most
decisive victories in military history.
Since, the territory has been designated
as an Israeli-occupied territory, meaning
Israel has not formally annexed it, but it
remains under Israeli control. Ever since
1967, Israel has pursued a policy of constructing settlements in the West Bank.
Some Israeli settlers are religiously
motivated, believing that God gave the
land to them for settlement. In ancient
times, the West Bank was the heart of
the Kingdom of Israel, so it holds great
religious significance. However, many
other settlers have moved to the West
Bank for economic reasons. The Israeli
government provides huge incentives
to relocate to the West Bank in the form
of tax breaks and direct subsidies. Additional money is provided by tax-exempt
American religious organizations.
Israeli settlements cause huge problems for the Palestinians. According to
B’Tselem, an Israeli NGO, actual Israeli
structures cover only one percent of the
land in the West Bank, but the settlements hold jurisdiction over 42 percent
of the land.
In these areas, Palestinians are subjected to de facto segregation. While
Israeli citizens are usually tried in civil
courts, Palestinians are tried in military
courts where they enjoy fewer rights
and face prosecution at a lower burden
of proof. In fact, an internal Israeli Defense Force (IDF) document reveals that
these courts have a 99.74 percent conviction rate for Palestinians. That’s 25
acquittals out of the 9,524 cases in 2010.
Furthermore, the IDF has set up security checkpoints throughout the West
Bank. Israeli citizens can move through
these checkpoints freely, but Palestinians require a special permit. This puts
a huge restriction on their freedom of
movement.
Soldiers at checkpoints often abuse
and humiliate Palestinians, and there
POLITICS

have been numerous cases of pregnant
women in labor being stopped. The IDF’s
Judge Advocate General admitted that
there were a large number of complaints
about the behavior of soldiers manning
the checkpoint and that such reports “lit
a red light” for him.
The settlements also infringe on Palestinian property rights. From 2001 to
2007, 1,663 Palestinian structures were
demolished in order to make room for
settlements. Some of the structures demolished are key infrastructure sites,
including solar panels that provide electricity for several Palestinian villages.
Israel itself is not immune to the political and economic problems that come
with settling the West Bank. All of the issues mentioned above cause anger and
resentment among Palestinians, fuelling the hate that terrorist organizations
like Hezbollah and Hamas thrive on. The
more anger the settlements cause, the
easier it is for terrorists to recruit people, obtain funding, score propaganda
victories, and gain popular support. In
short, the settlements cause blowback
against Israel, hurting its security.

Yet, the Israeli government justifies
its settlement policy by saying it’s necessary for national security. The settlements are intended as a buffer in the
event of an Arab invasion. However, Professor Beinart argues that defending the
settlements would be a “security nightmare” for the IDF.
If an invasion did occur, IDF would be
stretched thin in attempt to defend the
settlements. This is because the scattered nature of the settlements would
prevent the Israelis from concentrating
their forces into a solid defense. The
larger the territory one must defend, the
harder it is to hold the line. Furthermore,
the fact that the settlements are isolated
and surrounded by a hostile population
makes them vulnerable to being cut off
and encircled in the event of an Arab attack.
Worst of all, the settlements are a
major obstacle to peace. An EU report
called the settlements “the biggest single threat to the two-state solution.”
The two-state solution is the most realistic and most widely accepted solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

Illustration by Elena LaCourt

by far, but the presence of half a million Israelis and IDF forces in the area
of any proposed Palestinian state presents a major obstacle to any agreement.
No Palestinian negotiator would accept
the continued presence of Israeli settlements as part of a deal.
Some argue that evacuating the settlements would be too difficult. However,
the Gaza Strip was evacuated in a single
day, in spite of lots of talk from the settlers about not leaving. Thus, evicting
settlers should not be a major problem.
It is not anti-Israel to criticize Israel’s
settlement policy in the same way that it
is not anti-American to criticize the Iraq
War or the War on Drugs.
This is especially true since the settlements hurt Israel as much as anyone.
Policies are not the same thing as countries and no country is infallible. Finally,
imagine if Mexico or Canada occupied
parts of the United States; we would be
angry, to say the least. Why should the
Israelis do the same thing in the West
Bank?

Sustainability in Costa Rica: a firsthand perspective

Costa
Rica
shines as a stewMike Raab
ard in the moveGuest Writer
ment
towards
e nv i ro n m e n t a l
sustainability. According to the “Environmental Performance Index of 2010,”
Costa Rica is the third most sustainable
country in the world, just behind Iceland
and Switzerland, and ahead of Sweden
and Norway.
This past summer, I explored the sustainable living practices of three farms
in Ciudad Colon, a small, non-touristy
town 15 miles southeast of San Jose,
Costa Rica’s capitol.
Through the organization Workaway,
a volunteer exchange program, I was
ENVIRONMENT

able to meet Robert Roman and volunteer on his farm for the month of July. I
spent the month as a farmhand helping
to plant and harvest fruits, vegetables,
and herbs.
I gained first-hand knowledge of the
sustainable practices of his farm and
interviewed two other farmers nearby
to learn the sustainable components of
their farms.
All three farms possess sustainable
practices, some of which include using
bamboo, which grows naturally on the
farms for all construction purposes (i.e.
benches, fencing, kitchen utensils), having a specific compost for future chicken
food, having a garden compost dedicated
as fertilizer for plant beds, maximizing

food growth by growing it on tiers, organizing daily routines around the sunlight to limit use of electricity for lights
(which meant waking up early and going to bed early), having a highly specified recycling method, controlling the
flow of water after it rains and preventing erosion by carefully and systematically planning the location of the garden
beds, walking to town limiting the use of
cars and, of course, eating all the fruits,
vegetables, herbs, and eggs produced on
the farm.
However, despite implementing sustainable practices, neither of the farms
are completely self-reliant.
The three farmers indicated that size
of the farm is the main hindrance to

achieving absolute sustainability. All of
the farms were less than three acres. Interestingly, when asked how they could
make their farm more sustainable, all
three farmers offered no explanation as
to what could be done. One farmer suggested that Costa Rica isn’t as sustainable as it is portrayed to be.
All three of the farms contain sustainable aspects, but none of them are completely sustainable.
While in Costa Rica, I was able to attempt surfing, climb Mt. Chirripo, and
hike to a 100ft waterfall in the jungle.
The Keller Family Venture Grant Program made my trip possible, and I encourage everyone to pursue funding for
his or her own adventure.
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The fight against a woman’s right to choose
As we approach
the last two
Brad Bachman months of 2013,
Staff Writer
it is clear that
this has been one
of the worst years on record for the reproductive freedom of women.
In the first six months of 2013 alone,
states enacted 106 provisions related to
reproductive health and rights, specifically the issues of abortion, family planning funding, and sex education.
Several states passed some of the most
restrictive measures against a woman’s
right to choose in the country, illustrating that abortion is still at the forefront
of American social issues.
One of the states to pass restrictive
abortion laws this summer was Texas,
which is now in the spotlight as a United
States District Judge in Austin ruled part
of the law unconstitutional just this past
Monday, a day before certain parts of the
law were to go into effect.
The judge, Lee Yeakel, declared that
“the act’s admitting-privileges provision
is without a rational basis and places
a substantial obstacle in the path of a
woman seeking an abortion of a nonviable fetus.” This ruling has, temporarily,
prevented the forced closure of as many
as one third of the state’s 36 abortion
clinics.
This bill, House Bill 2, was passed by
the Texas State House and Senate and
signed into law by Governor Rick Perry
in July.

This law has four main components:
banning of abortions at 20 weeks of
pregnancy, state regulation of how a
doctor prescribes an abortion-inducing
pill, the requirement of doctors to have
admitting privileges at a nearby hospital, and the requirement that beginning
in September 2014 all abortions must
take place in a surgical facility.
Passage of the law was first blocked
by Democratic State Senator Wendy Davis, who launched a nearly 13-hour long
filibuster against the law in June. This
filibuster forced Governor Perry to call
a second special legislative session for
the Republican-controlled Legislature to
pass the law.
Davis is now running for governor as
Perry retires from office at the end of his
term. She will be running on a women’s
rights platform and her likely Republican opponent will be Texas Attorney
General Greg Abbott, who on Tuesday
filed an emergency appeal of Judge Yeakel’s decision to the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals in New Orleans.
It is interesting to see how just a single
issue can determine the course of action
for an entire state political system over a
significant period of time.
However, Texas isn’t the only state
where this war against women is being waged. Courts in Alabama, Mississippi, North Dakota, and Wisconsin have
blocked similar admitting-privileges requirements in those state’s own restrictive abortion laws.

The argument against the admittingprivileges requirement is that many
clinics, especially those in sparsely populated areas, use visiting doctors who
rarely send patients to local hospitals
and therefore cannot meet the requirements. Also, some hospitals, mostly
those that are religiously affiliated, are
unwilling to court anti-abortion protests
by making formal arrangements with
abortion clinics.
While the illegality of the admittingprivileges provision helps keep open
dozens of abortion clinics in several
states across America, there is still the
question of whether state regulation
of nonsurgical medication abortions is
constitutional.
While doctors have established a professional consensus that medication
abortions are safe and effective through
nine weeks of pregnancy, states implementing restrictive new abortion laws
mandate that doctors use protocol approved by the Food and Drug Administration in 2000, which approved the
use of higher doses through only seven
weeks of pregnancy.
Federal courts have struck down laws
imposing earlier drug protocol for medication abortions in Texas, North Dakota,
and Oklahoma, yet one still remains in
effect in Ohio.
There are states that have decided to
battle federal courts over the right to
abortion that has been a legal precedent
since the 1973 Supreme Court ruling in

“Roe v. Wade.”
These states are hoping to eventually
win an anti-abortion victory with the
overturning of “Roe v. Wade,” something
conservative anti-choice activists hope
will come to be as a result of multiple
state abortion laws making their way to
federal court.
Yet this attempt to gain political victory is at the cost of thousands of women
who are now exposed to unnecessary
risks to their health and safety.
It is repulsive to see that ideology is
being put over science in the states that
are working to make abortion illegal
once again.
In many states throughout the nation,
conservative politicians have focused on
attacking women’s reproductive health
and rights.
States are completely ignoring the
federal protection of a women’s right to
abortion, passing the most restrictive
abortion laws our country has ever seen.
While the United States was built on
the idea that states should have their
own power and rights to make laws governing themselves, this power should
not be permitted if it oppresses the
rights of a certain group of people.
When these cases eventually make
their way to the Supreme Court, the judicial branch of our federal government
must exert federal authority over the
states to protect the reproductive rights
of women that are being bombarded by
certain conservative state legislatures.

As the recent
government shutKatie Dougherty down fades from
Guest Writer
memory, November, Native American Awareness Month, should turn our
attention to tribal governments.
In light of the U.S. government’s utter
failure to self-regulate financially last
month, questions about the formation
and enactment of law, federal or tribal,
should be in the forefront of political
commentary.
The brief shutdown revealed less about
government’s inner workings than it did
about our own ignorance of the grinding
gears of federal administration.
Apropos of our brush with administrative failure and November’s focus on
tribal sovereignty and identity, I find
myself reflecting on the intersection of
the two issues, especially as they apply
to questions of justice, an appealing umbrella term for a spectrum of crimes and
correlated punishments.
Environmental regulation makes for a
“hot” topic, so to speak; with the bulk of
contemporary American policy having
been developed in the decades between
the 1970s and the year 2000, its relative

newness and urgency makes it a gladiator’s arena for deciding clashes of selfgovernance within our own borders.
In short, it’s not all bad news with regard to the Feds. Uncle Sam is only mildly ailing.
Environmental justice encompasses
a number of things. Most directly, it entails an equitable distribution of environmental impact, undifferentiated by
race, socioeconomic status, or other ascriptive qualities.
This issue is becoming increasingly
important as we face the challenges of
a warming planet, and Native American governments will seek an active
role in addressing inevitable problems
wrought by natural resource development and use.
In Colorado, concerns over water use,
availability, and cleanliness dominate. In
my home state, Alaska, the Alaska Native
lobby pushes for oil, gas, and mineral
development of the state’s riches. Their
influence is combatted, albeit weakly, by
environmental advocates who are in favor of ecotourism. How can we address
issues where state or federal interests
conflict with those of the 556 autonomous tribal nations within our bound-

aries? What legal recourse do Native
American communities have?
The official federal policy [supports]
tribal self-determination, meaning Native American tribes possess a great
deal of wealth associated with potential
resource development; however, problems of air, water, and earth pollution
continue to dog resource use, as result
of both of poor regulatory policy and
commercial negligence. A number of
sources also report that, “American Indian tribes are… pressured [to develop],
especially given the recent federal budget cuts in Indian allotments.”
Allowing Native American tribes to
develop and manage their own natural
resources is crucial to their identity as
a separate political community as well
as their spiritual and historical relationships to the geography underscore the
importance of this independence. However, this autonomy must necessarily be
complemented by the capacity to participate in policy formation and enforcement, as issues of pollution can and will
impact tribal governments.
As we celebrate Native American community and identity this month, it’s critical to consider the interactions of the

straggling government in Washington
D.C., but also the Native corporations
and tribal governments silently fighting
the good fight parallel to our wounded
federal system.
Drawing equally from the language of
Civil Rights and environmental activism,
tribal governments continue to seek an
end to inequities, be they socio-political,
economic, or environmental.
Environmental regulation has been,
and will continue to be, a crucial issue as
we face climate change. It is a magnifying glass set to study the appearance of
institutionalized racism, which Native
American Awareness Month seeks to
eliminate.
Institutionalized racism, that sneaky
set of “political practices, cultural norms,
and power structures that knowingly, or
even unintentionally, affect groups of
people disproportionately,” necessitates
access to and scrutiny of decision-making practices of all kinds.
Like so many citizens last month, tribal governments have to come to terms
with the reprehensible lack of transparency in federal administration and the
frustrating outward appearance of lawlessness and stagnation.

POLITICS

Procedural justice and environmental law
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Senator Michael Bennet never shuts down

United States
Senator Michael
Bennet (D) was
Maggie Deadrick
in town last
Life Editor
week, but not on
the kind of business you may think. I caught up with him
in Manitou Springs to figure out exactly
why he was bussing tables at Adam’s
Mountain Café.
POLITICS

So let’s just start out with the basics.
What’s going on here today?
Sen. MB: The Colorado Doesn’t Shut
Down Tour is a demonstration about
withstanding all this nonsense in Washington D.C., this completely meaningless
and pointless exercise of the government shutdown that we went through,
that people at home are working hard to
provide for their families and build the
community.
Here in Manitou Springs, I couldn’t
think of a better place to go just because
these guys have been through so much
with the floods, worked so hard to get
their business reopened, and I hope
people who haven’t taken their trip up
to Manitou Springs will do it and spend
some money up there.

So what’s the ultimate goal of this
program? Do you want more people
to get out and into the public and
spend their money?
Sen. MB: Well, I think it’s important
for places that have been hit hard by
the flood like Manitou Springs and Estes Park… Estes Park is a good example.
They not only got hit by the flood, but
then right as they were getting up off
their knees, the shutdown happened.
Rocky Mountain National Park closed
right during the peak season for tourism
there. We need people to come to these
towns and support the communities
that are here; they’re fighting to hard to
come back.
Are you worried about [another shutdown] happening again in January,
when the Continuing Resolutions Act
expires?
Sen. MB: I’m worried about it. As disastrous as the last shutdown was, I think
people are really going to want to avoid
doing it again.
What can we do to prevent this from
happening again?
Sen. MB: Well, I think we’ve got to have

people of both parties who are rational
come together on a path forward, not
just in terms of our fiscal stuff but the
other things that we need to fix as a
country by working together.
I think part of what happened in this
shutdown was that there were a handful of people in the House and Senate
with an ideology that’s pretty far outside
the mainstream of American political
thought, and they thought shutting the
government down would be a good idea.
I don’t know if they’ve learned their lesson, but the rest of us, Democrats and
Republicans, know that we don’t want to
go through this again.

Is this tour in any way a form of prevention? Are you just trying to build
awareness around the communities?
Sen. MB: We’re just trying to build
awareness that Colorado never shuts
down and we keep on going, and we’ve
got friends and neighbors that are trying to recover from these floods, not just
in Manitou, but in Estes Park and other
places, and to the extent that we can lend
a hand by supporting their businesses,
this is a time for us to step up and do it.
How did this idea come about?
Sen. MB: Well, I was just trying to figure out how to use the week, and I’d
been to Manitou—we stood right here
actually, in front of this very restaurant
which was closed as a result of the flood.
I thought it was important to come back
now that it’s reopened and show support for the home team; that’s what this
is all about.

Tell me a little bit about bussing
tables. I know that’s not your traditional… I mean, have you ever bussed
tables before this?
Sen. MB: Not much. I got some good
tips in there about how to do it, and it
felt a lot more productive in there than
the last several weeks were in Washington D.C. But it’ll fun to learn a whole
bunch of things this week. I think I’m going to do a police ride-along in Pueblo,
and then we’re going to do some stuff
in the Eastern plains, and then we’re off
to Alamosa. So it’s a good way to meet
people.
Is it kind of a fun job-swap thing for
you?
Sen. MB: Yeah. Except nobody wants
my job. I don’t blame them.

From top: Mantiou Springs. Photo courtesy of Creative Commons. Bennet outside Adam’s
Mountain Café in Manitou Springs; his next stop was Pueblo, where he worked with local
police officer. Photos by Maggie Deadrick.
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Economics department to award another Van Skilling Grant
What
do
prostitutes in
and
Shealagh Coughlin Nevada
strategies on
Staff Writer
marketing energy conservation have in common? Both have been
studied by Colorado College students
with the help of the Van Skilling award.
The full title of the award, The Van
Skilling Awards for Independent Work
In Economics And Business, is a bit of a
mouthful but gets across its intention.
The 500 dollar award allows students
to achieve more in their economic research, whether it’s buying existing data
or getting out to meet and interview
people.
In the past, the money has been used
to purchase gift cards to incentivize students to take a survey, or to purchase
wine for research purposes. One student
used the award to conduct interviews on
the beach in Costa Rica, or, as Economics
professor Mark Smith put it, “meet economic agents.”
All students majoring in Economics,
CAMPUS GRANTS

International Political Economy, and
Mathematical Economics are welcome
to apply for the $500 award. Smith says
that most often applicants are looking
for the money to work on their senior
thesis. Typically five to eight students
apply for the award each round, of which
there are two a year. Of the applicants,
about 80 percent receive the $500. This
is because the involved application process usually indicates that the student is
serious about their research.
Applications for the fall round of award
are due the first Friday of third block,
November 1. But those still interested
in the pursuing the award this year can
apply for the fpring application round.
The award began in 1989, when Richard Howland donated the salary he
would have been paid for a block to
student-researchers. In the 1990s, Van
Skilling, an alumnus from the class of
1955, decided to continue this tradition and donate his salary from teaching
Block 2. Skilling is still a visiting professor at CC, having taught Business Policy
& Strategy second block with Jim Parco.

Skilling is not actually involved in the
decision-making process for who receives the award. This year the committee is Esther Redmount and Mark Smith,
who helped to develop the original research award. Smith was passionate
about the impact the award makes and

how it allows students to achieve things
in their research that were not previously possible. In fact, Smith was still able
to recall one of the very first winners
in 1989. John Duncan used the money
to study raw log exports in the Pacific
Northwest.

Clockwise from top: Van Skilling is an alumnus of the class of 1955, visiting professor and
donor. Photo courtesy of Kathy Lindeman. Four students from the class of 2014 received
the Van Skilling award this spring. From left, Madeline Scherer, Gavin Nachbar, Adam
Miller and Kathryn Florence. Photo by Maggie Deadrick. Past Skilling Grant recipients
Photo by Esther Chan.

Arcade Fire: Back with another hit album, Reflektor
It must be hard to
follow up the 2010
Nick Dye
album of the year,
Staff Writer
but leave it to Arcade Fire to do so.
Their last album “The Suburbs” was a
fantastic concept album about isolation
and the mundane. It reached the top of
the Billboard charts, a milestone for indie rock at the time. Now they’re back
with “Reflektor.”
The new album does not stray too far
from the lyrical content of the previous
three, and that isn’t a problem—if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it. What Arcade Fire has
done, however, is teamed up with former LCD Soundsystem frontman and
producer James Murphy. This collaboration has given “Reflektor” an infusion
of disco that has surprisingly worked
out well, making the band sound like
Murphy’s old band and their main influence, The Talking Heads. This is the most
radical shift to Arcade Fire’s sound since
their second album, “Neon Bible,” which
was orchestral and gothic where “Reflektor” is prankish and lively.
The album kicks off with the title track,
a disco-styled punk song questioning
satisfaction with the answers we are
MUSIC

given. It is full of riffs, horns, and even
a small cameo from David Bowie. The
excitement and energy sets up the rest
of the album perfectly. “Here Comes The
Night Time” is a piano-filled song which
sometimes sounds like Vampire Weekend crossed with the tropical resonances of singer Régine Chassange. “Normal
Person” questions what defines normal
and how society tries to destroy originators; it’s the most aggressive the album
gets with huge riffs.
The second half of “Reflektor” is more
atmospheric and orchestral beckoning
back to “The Suburbs” and “Neon Bible.”
The reprise of “Here Comes The Night
Time” is orchestral and dark as the title
would suggest. “Awful Sound (Oh Eurydice)” is almost reminiscent of their
debut “Funeral” with heavy acoustic
guitar and choral vocals. The standout
of the second half is “Afterlife.” The song
opens with Win Butler singing, “Afterlife, oh my god, what an awful world,”
denouncing the belief of a Christian afterlife. The song questions the belief that
there is something more after death. Its
lyrical content is somewhat dark, but the
music is disco-filled and glittery.
Typical of Arcade Fire, “Reflektor”

tackles the issues of being social in the
modern era.
Butler and Chassange seem to be navigating the perils of living in line with
any sort of belief or conformity. It is the
new approach into disco punk that give
their brilliant lyrics in the same way that
Passion Pit masks their dark lyrics in
glittery synthesizers, except “Reflektor”

does it better by being equally dark and
cheery with both lyrics and music.
Arcade Fire keeps the old while allowing something different and new to
invigorate what they already had going
for them.
Also out this week: Sky Ferreira’s
“Night Time, My Time” and Action Bronson’s “Blue Chips 2.”

Reflektor is the band’s fourth album of the last decade; Dye calls it ‘punkish and lively.’
Photo courtesy of Jared Dionne.
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BrewHaHa: Local Pumpkins, Local Brews
It’s fall once
again, folks. That
means it’s pumpJustin Frank
kin season. Yes,
Staff Writer
pumpkin everywhere. Pumpkins
in pies, soups, butters, breads, sauces,
lattes, meat glazes, and ice cream. I
could ramble on about the in�inite utility of pumpkin like Forrest Gump with
shrimp. But of course, we must get
down to what everyone reading this
cares about: pumpkin beers.
To start, let’s look at New Belgium’s
Pumpkick. This ale is brewed with
pumpkin juice along with the interesting choices of cranberry juice and lemongrass, creating an intriguing blend.
Out of the bottle it pours a bright orange-amber color with an off-white
head. Aromas of cranberry sauce, warm
spices, and pumpkin pie �illing creep
from the glass like whiffs of Thanksgiving dinner.
The taste, however, is somewhat disappointing. First, the tart �lavors of the
cranberry lead into the warm pumpkin
spices of nutmeg, cinnamon, and allspice. Sweet pumpkin �lavors complemented by the crispness of lemongrass
follow. This allows the ale to be not too
sweet, which is a good thing.
My main complaint about the beer
is its body. Pumpkick is just too light
to feel like an autumnal brew. It would
make a better summer ale. The �lavors
are all quite subtle, making the beer
easy to drink. It just doesn’t give me
that warmth I look for in pumpkin ale.
Notably, the tart cranberry and seasonal
spices �lavors steal the show from the
pumpkin. At 6 percent ABV, there just
isn’t anything special here.
If you’re looking for an ale that’s extremely light and easy to drink, Pumpkick might be for you. Just don’t expect
BEER

your craving for pumpkin to be satis�ied.
Next is the Colorado Springs brewery
Trinity with Emma’s Pumpkin Saison.
Trinity is by far the most inventive brewery in the Springs, often experimenting
with incredibly diverse ingredients.
For example, this beer is brewed with
roasted and caramelized sugar pumpkins, grains of paradise, white sage,
brown sugar, coriander, and Garam Masala spices. This concoction is something
you’d expect from the world-renowned
Dog�ish Head. It’s great to see something
as strange as this come out of a local
brewery.
If you have never been to the brewpub
on Garden of the Gods road, you must
make a trip. They have great food and
amazing beers. It is my vote for the best
brewery in the Springs (yes it’s better
than Bristol, and I don’t think Phantom
Canyon is even close…).
Getting back to the beer, Emma’s
Pumpkin Saison holds its head high with
a 9.5 percent ABV, which is hidden in
the complex �lavors. They only sell it in
750ml bottles that I think go for around
$17 and on tap at their brewpub.
It pours a dark orange brown with a
quickly dissolving light amber head giving off aromas of pepper saison yeast,
pumpkin bread, and spices. Emma must
be one complex lady because this beer
goes off. The taste consists of a subtle
pumpkin backbone complicated by the
vast array of spices. The brown sugar
creates a sweet side that complements
the insane shifting of spice �lavors.
Every sip is a little different. Each one
of the aforementioned spices pokes its
head out every now and then. But the
real consistent �lavor is that of a saison.
This peppery yeasty quality subsists and
comes to hold the shifting �lavors together. However, the pumpkin �lavor is
often lost behind the stronger spice and

saison notes. Still, the novelty of ingredients that are masterfully blended make
this my favorite of this weeks tests.
Salt Lake City’s Uinta Brewing Co. is
last on the list with their Punk’n ale. Uinta is one of my favorite breweries with
their Hop Notch being one of the best
IPAs around.
Punk’n humorously boasts the use of 3
percent organic ingredients on the side
of its bottle. Its 4 percent ABV is nothing to brag about, but is probably due to
Utah’s strict alcohol laws.
However, this beer does a lot of things
well. The nice deep orange color and
large white head mimics a pumpkin
pie beautifully. Similarly, spiced pumpkin pie �illing and sweet creamy notes
of whipped cream aromas back up this
ale’s pie imitation.

If you are looking for pumpkin, this is
your beer.
Rather than tart and spices being at the
forefront of your palate like the Pumpkick or the exotic spices of the Emma’s
Saison, this beer delivers that pumpkin
�lavor that you’ll love.
Its deeper body gives it a rich and
creamy depth that I want in an autumn
release. The pumpkin �lavor isn’t overwhelming, nor is it too sweet. Rather, the
spices complement it without stealing
the show.
Although the beer delivers the pumpkin �lavor, it is not very complex. All you
really get is lightly spiced pumpkin �lavor; this is why the saison is still the favorite of the beers.
I also tried Pumpkinhead by Shipyard
Brewing Company.
I’m sure you have noticed it all over liquor stores. Aside from it not being local,
it is a malt beverage (like a 40 oz.) with
�lavors added to it. Although it is �ine to
drink and tastes like spiced pumpkin cider, it is not a real beer. When it warms
up a little, you will taste its poor quality.
I would avoid it.
I’m sure these pumpkin ales will only
be around for a couple more weeks, so
go stock up now.

The Trinity Brewery is just miles from campus, on Garden of the Gods Road. Photos
courtesy of Trinity Brewing.
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Reading on the block: ‘Jesus’ Son’
Jesus’ Son, a
name taken from
Lou Reed’s hauntSam Tezak
ing, 1967 song
Guest Writer
“Heroin”, contains
a set of eleven
short stories by Denis Johnson, loosely
tied together in no chronological order
but rather by the characters, places, and
themes. Johnson uses simple language.
His vocabulary and sentence structure
allows for readers to either read the
sentence once or scan over it hundreds
of times. By this I mean, the text is accessible, and it does not require any great
lengths from the reader to pull apart
sentences or paragraphs. It can be consumed, considered, and continued with
little hesitation while delving into fundamental aspects of the human condition.
Johnson’s narrator laces substance
abuse and sex amongst other subjects
but does not make these subjects the
primary topics—instead he carefully
takes them to help establish characters
and realities within society. Examining
Lou Reed’s song “Heroin”, I find it hard
not to see the book and the song as reflecting the greater dynamisms of a lust
fueled youth unpretentiously dismiss-

ing what the greater culture would consider key tenants of the civilized West. In
fact, the narrator shamelessly indulges
in corrupt behavior much of the time,
resounding Lou Reed’s lyrics,

Disclaimer: I am
in no way encouraging
substanceElle Beckett
use, but we all know
Guest Writer
that CC students are
a curious group of
kids restrained by few laws. Curiosity is
a wonderful thing; it led to the discovery
of the Americas, the theory of evolution,
and modern medicine. However, curiosity also killed the cat. I am presenting
the current scientific facts about pharmacological activities so you can make
an informed decision before you conduct
a single-subject experiment on your personal neurochemistry.

BOOKS

vincing—he articulates a gritty reality
without alienating the reader. I feel compelled to continually reread this novella
as Johnson does not say any commonplace things.

Pithy, powerful, and an immensely fluid read, Johnson’s breathes the realities
of loneliness, despair, hope, spite, and
kindness through an unnamed, male
narrator—or so he leads the reader to
believe. Johnson does not name the narrator, with that in mind; the narrator
could be a multiplicity of narrators that
share similar perceptions or attributes.
This ambiguity works as a catalyst for
the reader to engage with the bigger
themes in the story. Johnson focalizes
the novella on these common experiences within America. Without a face
that the reader can identify as one nar-

rator, the experiences and trials that the
narrator(s) works through universalizes
the occurrences in the text. In this way,
these events do not pertain to one person but rather to people struggling with
addiction everywhere. I found the narrator’s stark, apathetic attitude towards
tragedy the most striking as I read the
short stories that ultimately uphold the
authenticity of a youth possessed by addiction in the undergrounds and backcountries of America.
Even in the most despairing sequences
of the text, Johnson inserts moments
in which I couldn’t decide to chuckle
with discomfort or to feel the sadness
the characters experience. Following
these themes, the stories do not end
with hopelessness. Instead Johnson includes a quasi-happy ending—one that
you will have to read. Its uncomfortable
nature in content and its ability to read
with ease engages the reader, leaving us
with a multiplicity of striking messages
that reflect the lyrics Johnson titles his
work after. Ultimately, Johnson masterfully reconciles the narrator’s faults with
sheer raw humanity as the narrator exhibits moments of working through loss,
death, and a certain fragility in life. At
this juncture, I find Johnson most con-

while trying to twerk on the bar at 927.
The increase in GABA has downstream
repercussions as well. Glutamate, the
main excitatory neurotransmitter in our
brains is also effected. NMDA receptors,
one of the receptors that pick up glutamate, become more sensitive when the
brain is widely inhibited for long periods
of time, like a long night or weekend of
drinking. When the brain is no longer
inhibited, NMDA receptors can become
overwhelmed and this can lead to cell
death. There are lots of NMDA receptors
in parts of the brain involved in learning
and memory, such as the hippocampus.
Alcohol is interesting because, as BAC
increases, it causes the drinker to feel

awake, chatty, and prone to breaking
exit signs. This occurs because alcohol
initially causes an increase in norepinephrine, a neurotransmitter that increases alertness and impulsivity. This
is the reason that alcohol makes you feel
excited and enthusiastic about braving
the increasingly cold nights to venture
to a house party.
In addition to norepinephrine, endorphins and dopamine are also released
in the brain when you have that first
PBR of the night. These chemicals are
the brain’s pleasure chemicals; endorphins dull the perception of pain (hello
alcohol jacket). Dopamine is part of you
brain’s reward system and it produces

the euphoric rush that comes right after
you take a shot of seemingly disgusting
cheap liquor. Dopamine is the chief culprit in addiction; you continue to drink
in order to reinforce that euphoria until
you land yourself a one-way ticket to
Boettcher.
As a society, we often use moral reasons to deter people from drinking. It’s
entirely possible to avoid the classically negative consequences of alcohol
(drunk driving, alcohol poisoning, full
blown alcoholism) yet still experience
negative cognitive effects. Moral of the
story: when it comes to alcohol, be informed, but moderation is probably the
best policy.

I have made the big decision
I’m gonna try to nullify my life
‘Cause when the blood begins to flow
When it shoots up the dropper’s neck
When I’m closing in on death
And you can’t help me not, you guys
And all you sweet girls with all your
sweet talk
You can all go take a walk

Johnson’s book was published in 1992 and
adapted into a film in 1999. Photo courtesy
of Sam Tezak.

Campus Pharmacology: Think before you drink
ALCOHOL

It’s first week and you’re finally out of
that cruel and unusual Friday afternoon
lab that’s been dragging on forever.
First order of business: a margarita at
La’au’s. Sometimes getting day drunk on
a sunny afternoon seems like best way
to decompress. Many CC students feel
that alcohol use is part of the college experience. As a society, we have been
educated about the evils of “hard” drugs,
yet most of us are under-informed about
alcohol.
Our brains contain cells called neurons, which communicate using chemicals called neurotransmitters. Alcohol
affects many different neurotransmitter systems and this causes varying effects. Alcohol is considered to be a depressant and it primarily targets the
neurotransmitter γ-Aminobutyric acid
(GABA). GABA helps to inhibit activity
throughout the brain; it’s the chemical
that makes you feel sleepy and relaxed
at night.
Alcohol acts like GABA but lasts a lot
longer and has a stronger effect than the
naturally occurring neurotransmitter.
This is one of the reasons that drinkers
feel relaxed and uninhibited. GABA neurons are found in the prefrontal cortex
(decision making), hippocampus (memory), and cerebellum (coordination).
That’s why you don’t remember falling

Students often frequent Weber Liquor for their alcohol needs. Photo by Melissa Kolano.
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Quick and easy ‘spooky treats’ of the Halloweekend

Aside from planning the perfect costume, nothing conjures
the Halloween spirit more than baking or preparing thematic
sweets. Impress your friends with these inexpensive and easy
Emma Volk
crowd pleasers!
Guest Writer
Severed fingers, a spooky take on the sugar cookie, not only
taste good but look great too! I used my family’s go-to sugar
cookie recipe acquired from a family friend. Add green food coloring to the dough to
make zombie fingers or use a Halloween themed cookie cutter for the extra dough,
if desired.
An old childhood staple, worms in dirt is a playful treat that never disappoints.
Even more, it can be pulled together in less than 15 minutes! Elevate the dish by
using homemade pudding or chocolate mousse.
FOOD

Severed Finger Cookies
Makes 16 fingers

These festive recipes can be made in under an hour with simple ingredients lying around
your kitchen; they’re perfect for theme parties. Top right photo by Emma Volk. Images
courtesy of Creative Commons

3/4 cup butter (1 1/2 sticks of butter)
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 cups flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
16 whole almonds
Red food coloring gel

Worms in Dirt
Serves 6

1. Combine all ingredients in a food processor.
2. Chill dough for one hour.
3. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
4. Shape dough into fingers. Use butter knife to define knuckles.
5. Firmly press almond “finger nail” into end of cookie.
6. Bake for 8-10 minutes, until just beginning to get golden brown on the edges.
7. Apply red food coloring gel to cooled cookies around the base.

1 package instant chocolate pudding mix
2 cups cold milk
20 Oreo cookies
1 package chocolate mint cookies (such as Keebler Grasshopper cookies)
20 gummy worms

1. Whisk the milk into the pudding mix and stir for 2 minutes. Set aside for 5 min
utes, until set.
2. Place the cookies into a plastic bag and crush.
3. Layer the cookies with the pudding, starting and ending with a layer of cookie
crumble.
4. Arrange the gummy worms on the surface.

TIGERS!
VOTE ON NOVEMBER 5!

There’s still time to get up to speed on this year’s election! Colorado College students
can choose local leaders and make decisions about important ballot measures affecting public
education funding. Here is what you need to know to vote:
Voter Service and Polling Centers: You can register to vote, update your registration,
and vote in the same visit through November 5 at the El Paso County Clerk’s Downtown
Branch Office at 200 South Cascade Avenue in Colorado Springs and other El Paso County
voter service and polling centers.
Mail Voting: If you are already registered, you should have received a mail ballot. Completed
ballots must be received by mail or at an El Paso County drop-off location by 7PM on November
5. The Downtown Branch Office and other locations have 24-hour drop-off services.
Voter ID: Colorado voters must show ID when voting in person at a voter service and polling
center. A valid student ID with a photo is acceptable. Go to www.GoVoteColorado.com for a full
list of acceptable IDs.

HOURS VARY BY LOCATION. POLLS ARE OPEN AT THE DOWNTOWN BRANCH NOW
THROUGH NOVEMBER 4 (CLOSED SUNDAY) FROM 8AM TO 5PM AND ON
NOVEMBER 5 FROM 7AM TO 7PM.

For questions or more information,
call 1-866-OUR-VOTE or visit
866OURVOTE.org.

